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From the Principal...
This EUCY stands as a record of the happenings here
at KIS during the 2007/2008 academic year. More
importantly this is a particular record of the senior
class, who as you will see from these pages, have had
a challenging, fulfilling and ultimately successful year.
The greatest gift that any alum takes with him or her
from this school is the affection and friendship of their
peers and I know this to be true of this senior class.
May I wish them and all who are leaving Kodai this
year a blessed future and a swift return.
Geoffrey Fisher

With thanks to ‘The Team’:

Back row: Trisha S, Amrutha P, Joel N, Sangeetha M
Front row: Miss Cath Butler, Hye-Jin K, Jamyang P, Jabez U, Sarah S, Raie M
Missing from the photo: Mesha B, Dhruv T, Amal E

Special thanks also to Ms Ohana and Billy from KISCO for all their hard work.

STAFF
STAFF
DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENTS

Senior Management Team (SMT)

Back (L-R):
Sam Balachander
(Acting Asst Dean)
Geoff Fisher (Principal)
Greg Faddegon (Vice-Principal)
Front (L-R):
Rev Cheri Herrbolt (Chaplain)
Ganga Christus
(Finance Director)
Betsy Perkins (Acting Dean)

Coordinators

L-R:
Brian Nelson (ES)
Charmaine Jesudoss (MS)
Mary Philip (MYP)
Margaret Das (HS)
Kaisar Dopaishi (IB)

Administrative SUPPORT STAFF

L-R:
Angelina Nicholas
Devi Jeyakodi
Rani David
Vasuki Kanakadhas
Revathy Rajan
Susila Elias
Inset:
Ananthi Manoharan

Administrative sECRETARIES

L-R:
Lulu VanHaltren
Anita Roy
Shekinah Truman

Activities

L-R:
Vasant Sarkar
Devi Jeyakodi

Admissions

L-R:
Helen Haeusler
Sylvia Faddegon
Rani David

CounseLing

Sam Luy

DISH

Back row (L-R):
Indira Rani
Jasmine John
Shantha Ragunathan Arockia
Selvarani
Dr Malini Devanandan
Front row (L-R):
Sr Ruth Daniel
Sr Esther Paul
Sr Vanitha Jobdoss

dorm parents
Back row (L-R):
Indra Jayaprakash,
Celeste Jeyakar (HOD), Esther
Paul,
Rajan Thomas, Jane Samuel,
Reggie Edward, Cath Butler
Middle row (L-R):
Sam Balachander
(Acting Asst Dean),
Lalitha Balachander,
Anna Jaikumar, Shamala Joseph,
Jayanthi Chandrasekaran,
Rebecca Devadoss, Cecilia Winfred,
Sujata Tandon
Front row (L-R):
Beth Yesudian, Saji Vargese,
Ruth Baweja,
Betsy Perkins (Acting Dean),
Patrick Hart

drivers

L-R:
C John
R Babu

english

Clockwise from top:
Pramod Menon
Charmaine Jesudoss
Maura Cody
Margaret Das
Isabelle Parkinson
Marsha Joshi
Prava Rai

fine and performing arts (FAPA)

L-R:
Barbara Block
Ellen “Dash” Walter
Inset (L-R):
Richard Mather-Pike
Kenny Samuel
Jenn Ruskey

finance

L-R:
R Panneer
Godwin Manuel
Joseph Anandaraj
J Victor Paul
Gilson Anthony
P Paulraj
Maria VA Selvaraj
Ganga Christus
Sumitha Jerald

Food services

BACK ROW (L-R): Mr. D
Panchapakesan, Lindon Prabhuraj,
A Samuel,
A John, Mariappan, Nagarajan,
J Mainson, Krishnamoorthy,
K Dass, I Ramesh Babu,
Adaikalam,
SA Dass, Venkatesh, Moses,
K Praja, M Gilbert, C Prabhuraj,
Ashok Jeyraj, Kirk Jerome,
MG Eugene
FRONT ROW (L-R):
Suresh, J Peter, Johnson,
A Ramesh, A Stephen Raj,
Sathyamoorthy, Kennedy Babu,
C Peter

CAREERS & COLLEGE OFFICE

L-R:
Revathy Rajan
Christine Fernandes

health

L-R:
Betsy Perkins
Elly Oenema

Human Resources

L-R:
Jeanette Purdy
Aruna Rajkumar

iNTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)

L-R:
Bryan Plymale
Sheela Menon
Revathy Rajan
Kaisar Dopaishi
Inset:
Priscilla Selvakumari

Information technology

L-R:
Benhur PS
Gary Knapp
Nirmal Isaac Vijayarajan
Rudy Wüthrich
P Jesuraj
Inset:
Jeeva Thangaraj

KISCO

L-R:
Shreya DeMonte
Pat Sagui
Judy Redder
Penny Ohana
Julie Stengele
Billy Yesudian

Learning SUPPORT

Back row (L-R):
Sushma Sen
Vera Brigitte Vicente
Stella Singh (private tutor)
Front row (L-R):
Raja Sen
Zai Whitaker
Sheela Thomas
Janice VanHaltren
Rathie Gopinath

LIBRARIES

L-R:
AP Kumaran
Gandhi Paulraj
Heather Nelson
SP Pawate
A Sahayam
Inset:
Grace Michael

MAINTENANCE Managers

L-R:
Donn Stengele
Bheeman
Balasubramania
Dan Winfred

Maintenance - OperAtional Staff

Back (L-R):
Alphonse, Palani, Mariadoss, Mani,
Bastin, Richard
Middle (L-R):
Joseph, Apollo, Amulraj, I William,
Selvaraj, S Anthony, I Anthony
Front (L-R):
Anandraj, Das, Alimuthu, Eddy,
Edward

Maintenance - OperAtional Staff

Back (L-R):
Rathi, Antonymary, S Jayrani,
Nirmala, M Jayrani, Jagathambal,
Saraswathy, Mary, Merlin
Middle (L-R):
Siromari, Sundari, Juliette Daisy,
Margaret, Fatima, Vasantha, Uma,
Muniammal
Front (L-R):
Antonyammal, Elizabeth, Elsie,
Jayaseeli, Gracey, Palaniammal,
Nagammal, Arockia Selvarani

Maintenance - OperAtional Staff

Back (L-R):
Leema, Padma
Front (L-R):
Theressammal, Jayaseeli,
V Palaniammal

Mathematics

L-R:
Joice Selvaraj Joseph
Santhosh Punnoose
Graham Lambert
Ronnie Biswas
Cynthia Navamani

Middle Years Program (MYP)

Back (L-R):
Bindu Dalal
Joe Roos
Front (L-R):
Shobhita Kapila
Mary Philip
Inset:
Mataji Sharma

MUSIC
Back (L-R):
Minette Duncan-Marbaniang
Denzil Prince
David Perkins
Angela Smith
Ru-Wang Christian Effrien
Suzanne DeJong
Lisa Stewart
Pratap Chettri
John M
Middle (L-R):
Paul Jaikumar
Jenn Ruskey
Chris Ostrander
Gayathri Parthasarathy
Rani Willson
Mala Bharathan
Front:
Ben Wareham

Physical Education

L-R:
Sither
Jasmine Joseph
Sabrina Nayagam
Sam Balachander

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

L-R:
Lars Dedekind
Cheri Herrboldt
Joe Roos
Inset:
George Varughese

SCIENCE

L - R:
David Arul Raj
Mohan Devadas
Navam Pakianathan
Shereef Khadar
Ruby Mirnalini
Lata PonodathRoy
Banu Gopalakrishnan
Priya Vethanayagam
Mary Philip
M Dhanalakshmi
Jyoti Pakianathan
Rebecca Devadoss

SECOND LANGUAGES

Back (L-R):
Sonam Yeshey
Pramod Trivedi
Rahul Sharma
Middle (L-R):
Isabel Fernandez Montes
Yisu Park
Vera Brigitte Vicente
Raja Sen
Front (L-R):
Ruth Alexander
Shobhita Kapila
Maica Moliina Ruiz

Security

L-R:
J Prabaharan, Samuel,
R Sahayanathan,
Varatha Raj, Victor,
Sarath Kumar, X Albert,
R Salathnathan, S
Nichelson, S Sounder
Rajan, N MohanRaj, M
Jaya Kumar

SECURITY

Back (L-R):
J Ramesh, Vel Murugan, J P
Thomas, M NagaRajan
Front (L-R):
Xavier, Savariar. S A Babu,
Fathinathan, Arul Raj, Ramu,
Alager Samy, Dan Winfred
Mohaideen, T Jesudosan

social experience

L-R:
Joe Roos
Priscilla Selvakumari
Gayathri Parthasarathy
Bryan Plymale
Inset:
Olaf Weber

SOCIAL STUDIES

Back (L-R):
Will Taylor
Soumen Sinha Babu
Front (L-R):
Atul Deshpande
Narender Dalal
Cheryle Jerome
Mataji Sharma
Kaisar Dopaishi
Rajeev Dixit

STOCK ROOM

L-R:
Benjamin
M Raja
R Rajasekar

TELEPHONE OPERATORS

L-R:
S Alphonse
Raj Anthony

TRAVEL OFFICE

L-R:
S Xavier
JM Pushparaj
JP Jayaprakash
Isaac Selwyn
Mr Purushotham

retirements

Grace Michael (37 yrs)

SP Pawate (27 yrs)
Gnanasoundari A, Dispensary worker, retired in Aug 2007 having worked at KIS since 1982 (25 yrs)
E John Sathyanathan, Driver, retired in Sept 2007 having worked at KIS since 1983 (24 yrs)
Palaniammal S, Dispensary worker, retired in Sept 2007 having worked at KIS since 1989 (19 yrs)

Student Groups
& Activities

STUDCO OFFICERS
From left to right:
William K
Treasurer
Irene A
Vice President
Shafquat A
President
Mesha B
Secretary

STUDCO

nATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY
Top to Bottom:
Mallimalika G,
Avani V, Rabia F,
Raj G, Pooja S,
Aditya M, Vippin A,
Sangeetha M,
Steffi S,
Riddhi G, Ekta C,
Hye Jin K,
Sneha S,
Mr Biswas (Staff
representative)
Irene A (President),
William K (V
President),
Zeeshan F,
Sukanya G,
Rachel L, Sabina S,
Natalya R,
Priyanka A,
Amrutha P

PEER ENCOURAGERS
Top Row:
Gailianglung P,
Joel F
Middle Row:
Rinzova R, Jamyang
P, Maybar T, Sasha
S, Steffi S, Natalya
R, Amrutha P, Ga
Ae L
Third Row:
Divija M, Reshma
M, Akanksha M,
Pema C, Michelle V,
Ankita K, Malli G,
Misol K

						 kAC
Top Row:
Deepabrata P, Yo
Seok J, Eu Yong K,
Anuj I
Middle Row:
Ranga G, Ujen G
(President), Ishaan
B, Pathros A
Third Row:
Jung Hyun (Amy)
K, Natalya R,
Roumayne M,
Misol K, Karma Y,
Lashynna D,
Persia F,
Nadisha S

FAPA

(Fine and practical arts)

WEEKEND
ACTIVITIES
KIS Most Wanted

Music Concerts
Rock Concert

NHS Talent Show
Academy Awards
Canteens

Mr and Mrs KIS

Independence day
and republic day

FORMALS

HIKES

FIELD TRIPS

CAMPS

SENIOR SNEAK

Sports

FIELD DAY

OOTY GIRLS SOCCER team

Top row (L-R):
Miss Ala Martin
(Coach) Lili D,
Astha P, Priyasha
C, Prajakta G, Azra
B, Tyra M
Middle row:
Sheryl A, Shreya
M, Zeenat R, Swati
S
Front row:
Jessica D, Dilanie
D, Gayatri T

Golf TEAM

(L-R):Husni U, Gokul
B, Ali C, Mr Sam
Balachander, Pranav B,
Jagannath T

SUPER SENIOR BOYS B’BALL
TEAM

Back row (L-R):
Ranga G (Captain),
Dhiraj K, Sahil E,
Tenzin C, Mr Shane
Winfred (Coach),
Sherrard W, Ujen
(Norbu) G
Front row (L-R):
Pema W, Yo Seok J,
Anuj I, Husni U,
Gailianglung P,
Pathros A

SENIOR Boys B’BALL TEAM

Back row (L-R):
Yash G, Giuliano F,
Tushar K, Raj C, Satvik T,
Varun V. (Captain),
Mr Will Taylor (Coach)
Front row (L-R):
Edward O, Harry K,
Sharad P, Aditya M,
Sung Jun K

SUPER SENIOR GIRLS B’BALL
TEAM

Back row (L-R):
Pema C, Rushika P,
Priyasha C, Sanam M,
Ayushi S, Chandini V,
Maybar T, Miss Jasmine
(Coach)
Front row (L-R):
Karma Y (Captain), Persia
F, Shreya M, Lashyna D

SENIOR GIRLS B’BALL TEAM

Back row (L-R):
Lowri J, Tamara C,
Shannon C, Siobhan F,
Kimi S (Captain), Ms
Jasmine (Coach)
Bottom row (L-R):
Jessica A, Sangmo L,
Bhagya Y, Zuki T, Mirei S

super senior Girls
volleYball

Back row (L-R):
Tenzin S, Deepika R
(Captain), Miss Jasmine
Joseph (Coach), Lashynna D, Karma Y, Kara P
Front row (L-R):
Misol K, Krishnapriya B,
Persia F, Sabina S

INTER Girls volleyball

L-R: Tamara C, Ketsa
J, Mirei S, Ananya Y,
Shannon C, Anna V,
Mr Ben Wareham
(Coach), Chechong
L, Nadia J, Qismat Z,
Sangmo L

Senior girls volleyball

Back row (L-R):
Ayushi S, Sheryl A,
Nadisha S
Front row (L-R):
Zoi J, Ria D, Astha P,
Missing:
Nyima O, Rushika P,
Mrs Sabrina Nayagam
(Coach)

KIS hockey Team
Back row (L-R):
Persia F, Priyanka A,
Vartika C, Irene A,
Rachel L, Mrs Sabrina
Nayagam (Coach)
Front row (L-R):
Rosie C, Steffi S, Ye-ji
H, Sabina S,Deepika
R, Misol K (Captain),
Sophie M
Missing:
Karma Y, Lashynna D,
Amy K

OOty Hockey Team

Back row (L-R):
Zeenat R, Shreya M,
Astha P, Gayatri T,
Sheryl A, Jessica D,
Persia F, Rosie C,
Deepika R, Karma Y,
Vartika C
Front row (L-R):
Zeenat R, Dilanie D,
Taira M, Sophie M

Soccer - ‘A team’
Kodai open

Back row (L-R): Mr
Sither (Coach), Imcha
L, Ujen (Norbu) G,
Sherrard W, Dhiraj K,
Dawa B, Sylvan H
Front row (L-R):
Andrew K, Varun V,
Yo Seok J, Eu-Young
(Joseph) K,
Karma D

Soccer - Senior team
Kodai open
Back row (L-R):
Christopher M, Umedh
B, Aditya B, Salar M,
Sameer K, Martino B,
Middle row (L-R):
Satvik T, Raj C, Kevin K,
Han Gil J, Anchit A
Front row (L-R):
Harry K, Imaad L,
Noah C

Soccer - ‘KRG’
Kodai open
Back row (L-R):
Kiranram R, Aditya S,
Teddy M, Ali C, Pathros
A, Yong-Su C, Charley
M, Gokul B, Sahil E,
Anuj I, Manu M
Front row (L-R):
Arjun V, Wendell M,
Sharad P, Husni U,
Vivan E, Rohan M
Hidden back row:
Prateek S

MUSIC

Music

2008:

• Performances at Christ College and The International School
Bangalore, on our Bangalore Music Field Trip.
• Hye Jin Kim awarded the Admiral OS Dawson, most
promising musician rolling trophy, for receiving the highest
score in southern India for her RSM exam on the piano. She
scored 142 out of 150. Other high achievers include Aditya
Sagar RSM: Percussion, Grade 7 who scored 131 out of 150;
Da Yang Jeong Trinity Guild: Flute, Grade 6 who scored 95 out
of 100; and Su Ji Lee Trinity Guild: Piano, Grade 8 who scored
91 out of 100.
• Jee Yoon Kim and Gae Ae Lim were chosen to participate in
the AMIS (the Association for Music in International Schools)
International Band and Choir Festival in London under the
direction of Mr Chris Ostrander. The 15 March concert was
performed at the American School London.
• On 12 April 2008, the Intermediate Band and Choir performed
in Madurai on invitation from Mr and Mrs Ram.

Music Field Trip to

BANGALORE

SUZUKI PROGRAM
Every single human being’s personality - his ability, his way of thinking and feeling - is carved and
chiselled by training and environment.
I was part of the Teacher Training Program conducted by Mrs Val Thorburn (New Zealand Suzuki Institute)
in Jakarta, Indonesia in 2005. In this teaching method, instrumental tuition (especially violin) starts at
age 3-4, and within a year or so these little kids, with their tiny fingers, start performing from memory
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star variations. Since it is difficult to get the 16th size violin for children aged 3
and 4 in India, this beautiful journey started from 2006 for children aged 5 and 6. These little fingers will
be trained from the beginning and will see how easily and skilfully they can perform the magic. Sense,
feeling and ability too can be easily trained with time and practice and ,of course, the right environment.
The first group of students are already playing Perpetual Motion in A major and the second group,
which started last July, is ready to perform Twinkle Twinkle variations at the end of semester
concert with the string orchestra.
My heart-felt gratitude goes to Mr Paul Smith Class of 54 for supporting this program.
Pratap Chettri
Strings teacher / HOD Music

ADVANCED BAND

INTERMEDIATE BAND

ADVANCED CHOIR

INTERMEDIATE CHOIR

STRING ENSEMBLE

combined groups in Bangalore...

DORMS

BARTLETT EAST
We abandon everything we know when we leave
our homeland and come to this school. We come in
as individuals, different from everyone in every way.
We leave everything we know and it’s hard for us. We
differ from the kids around us in language, culture, the
way we act, the way we dress, and the way we live
life. For most people in boarding, the first month is the
loneliest, hardest, hurtful, and most depressing time of
our lives. We are away from the people we love, trying
to start a new life in what seems to be an unknown sea.
Most people are crushed by the transition but Bartlett
East is different. When kids first arrive, we are treated
with warmth and respect from Mr. Reggie Edwards. We
are introduced to the rest of the kids, and they reach
out to us with heart-felt hands. We have a small dorm
with a few kids.
After the first week, it’s not so bad to be away from
our family because the dorm and kids become your
family. We all know everything there is to know about

each other, and we all lean on each other for support
during bad times. Throughout the year, you have
times of extreme depression where all you want is to
go home to a familiar environment; Reggie takes you
in and comforts you. He is like a father to us. Reggie
persuades us to reach higher than we ever thought we
could. He gives us guidance in our lives and pushes
you hard to excel in academics. He takes an interest
in your life and is very open to different opinions. He
is very enthusiastic and wants to know what it’s like in
the places we grew up in. He teaches us to express our
feelings and know what is right, and what is wrong. He
allows us to make the choice that determines whether
we will be just good or great. Reggie shares his stories
about his childhood and there is a warm bond between
him and the students. We are grateful and we will
always remember Bartlett East and KIS. The love that
people have shown us in this school we will cherish in
our memories for years to come.

Back row: Gokul B, Namcha P, Matyas H, Yong-Su C, Pathros A, Pranav B, Dale C, Kevin K, Abhijeet S, Christopher M
Middle row: Leif D, Hyun Ho L, Dhiraj K, Sherrard W, Mr Reggie Edward (Dorm Parent), Anchit A, Umedh B, Dhruv T
Front row: Rushil J, Se-Young K, Tushar K, Nabeel K, Sung Jun K, Su Hyeok S

BARTLETT WEST
Welcome to West side...
Bartlett West is a dorm filled with leaders in all areas, leaders in sports, leaders in academics, leaders in life. But
Bartlett West is better defined by the little things...
Such as:
w Our endless discussions about A.J’s love life
w Debates on ManU and Arsenal
w Our talented hairdressers and chefs
w And of course our very own Husni
(rarest of creatures)
Celebrities of the past:
w Tejus Ramakrishnan
w Arjun Gehlot
w The J twins (ahem ahem... AK!)
w Johnny Marak
w NIKUNJ!!!!
w Rahul Goud (Legend)
w Ashwin Kumar

Current Celebs:
w Bruce Lee (Eui Jung)
w Superman Clark Kent (Janak)
w Danny Ocean (Satvik)
w Sean Kingston (Yoesar)
w Soulja Boy (Seo-jin)
w J Tucker (Varun)
w Doug (Karan Nath)
w King Reginald II (Aalim)
w King Reginald III (Matteo)
w Mr Bean (Sameer)
w Gypsy (Aditya)
w The Undertaker (Dhanraj Winfred)
w Queen Winfred (Cecilia Winfred)

Back row: Sahil E, Tenzing C, Ishaan B, Karan M, Kyung Heui K, Aalim J, Eui Jung K. Mrs Cecilia Winfred (Dorm Parent),
Aditya M, Sameer K, Satvik T, Karan Nath, Mr Eddy (Dorm Relief)
Third row: Matteo B, Seo Jin H, Luke SG
Second row: Han Gil J, Yoesar G, Panmei G, Imcha L, Janak M
Front row: Jigmi S, Husni U, Hikaru T, Varun V

BRUTON
Mrs Varghese: It would be an understatement to describe her as an angel!!
Jin U: Cutest guy in the world.
Aakash: A very sweet and caring person but can sometimes get a bit annoying.
Max: A fun and intelligent roomate with a great sense of humor.
Sharfiyet: A guitar rocker, hero, legend, and a master!!
Ranga: Will be a successful business man and play CS with the highly skilled (osk) clan.
Norbu: Becomes a soccer star and marries a super model.
Minhaz: Teaches physical fitness and has come out with his own video, “Minhaz’s Boot Camp.”
Nithin: Works with Minhaz and stars on several TV shows as the “buff” good guy.
Yo-Seok: Becomes a film director, producer and editor and has won the best movie of the year award.
Vipin: Smart Economist! He is recently saving his salary so he can reduce the size of his CHEST.
Edward: Most handsome guy in the world!!
Divakar: Self-centered and yet extremely intelligent.
Martino: Only thinks of chics.
Brett: The guy who seems to fade into the background. You never notice he’s there.

Back row: Vivek P, Armaan G, Sharfiyet I, Ali Nawaz C, Brett M, Max C, Jin U B, Jamsel G, Aakash C
Middle row: Imaad L, Ranga G, Vipin A, Minhaz K, Yo Seok J, Edward O, Nithin K
Front row: Divakar D, Karma G, Ujen G, Mrs Saji Varghese (Dorm Parent)
Not in the picture: Raj C

CLAVERACK
Welcome to Claverack. Unique and unanimous as we are, we stand
aside in our variety and differences simultaneously. Let’s give you all
a sneak-peek into our lives at this awesome dorm with our loving
dorm parent Mrs Paul.
Yash: One of the quieter guys around, his guitar and cell phone
mean everything to him. Zayn: From being one of the fun kids in
dorm, Zayn underwent a very intense transformation in recent times
due to the formation of unmentioned bonds. Yet, he is undoubtedly
one of the wittier guys around and we are proud of his ... bonds?
Joyant: The silent existentialist; he resides in the dark corners of
dorm and watches us all with critical and sometimes disapproving
eyes. Manu: A.K.A the Prince of Bangalore, disclosing his real
behavior would be shameful to this yearbook and its purpose.
Nevertheless, his various imperfections are what make him our
dorm pretty-boy and most loved individual. John: A true legend
of our times. His battles with authorities and his peers, combined
with his amazing sense of humor, make him one to treasure.
Raghav: “Dude, have you seen American Gangster?” That is all.
“What’s the score dude?” Vasudev: Ally and ambassador of his
very own French, he waits on the smallest opportunities to flash
his somewhat questionable love towards Arsenal. Shyam: MSN
Messenger was never more attractive, one might think. But when
the clock strikes eleven, Shyam’s evil side is brought out in his
sometimes rather out-of-hand plans to strike innocent and unaware
victims. Raj: He is living proof of the fact that one’s social life has
nothing to do with an intimidatingly high grade point average.
Rahul Chak: Only God himself knows what his headphones play
that is so attractive. They engulf his ears, face, and sometimes his
very existence. Sea Hyun: Sea is the most social Korean around

in his efforts to play bluff with us, join in on jokes and sometimes
even sit with us. His phone plays host to Manu’s long conversations
with we-know-who. Chung Jae: Starcraft and Korean games are
his pastime. His locked room is quite synonymous to the ‘Chamber
of Secrets’ from Harry Potter. Yet, his occasional appearances are
worth the effort, we guess. Seok Jun: Starcraft, Korean games,
strange music. Laughter will emerge from his room at loud decibels
randomly, and he is the commander-in-chief of the other Korean
troops. Zeeshan: Although his much awaited future at Northwestern
distinguishes him as an elite member; his “existentialist angst”
and undying love for the glorious Manchester United make him a
very essential social and moral element of our dorm. Anuj: CNN,
Manchester United, socializing without limits, use of diction, Billy’s
boot camp, and many other components that are associated with this
young man. This space is not even close to enough to bring out his
greatness and influential character. Sunny: The bhai from Bombay,
his sly cell phone endeavors and obsession with distracting elements
of our world today make him the ‘stud’ of our dorm. Ashish: He is
present, yet absent. Or should we say, absent yet present? But yes,
he makes sure to be one of those who valiantly laugh to the jokes
Anuj makes towards Deep. Deepabrata: Our very own Abhishek
Bachhan, this smart guy developed the “freerider problem” recently.
For further details, contact Zeeshan, Rohit, Anuj or Alan Glanville.
Emmanuel: Sincere, moral, angelic, right, truthful. These are the
adjectives one would associate with “Mannu”. Rohit: Golfer or
intellectual? His room provides one of the most favored hangout
spots in dorm, consisting of his fancy lamp and various specimens
like Deep during the later hours of the evening.

Back row: Rahul C, Raghav A, Joyant T, Zayn L
Second row: Sunny J, Sea Hyun A, Mrs Esther Paul (Dorm Parent), Yash M, Zeeshan F, Vasudev G, John R, Rohit P, Ashish A
Front row: Manu M, Shyam K, Seok Jun K, Anuj I, Deepabrata P, Emmanuel C

Edmonstone
Ye Eun Choi: A great place to be! Ms. Ruth and people are really nice! I have been Edmonstoned.
Vedhika Arvind: The best dorm! Miss Ruth is the best. I love her.
Tepootu Rai: So cozy and bright. Everybody is so friendly and fun. I would miss this dorm.
Amirtha: Awesome dorm. It is the best dorm .Ms Ruth is the best dorm parent.
Soo Jin Lee: Many good friends are here and Ms Ruth is also really nice. I love Edmonstone.
Eun Jee Joo: Home away from home. It is a lovely dorm. I have been loved and Edmonstoned!
Risa Shirai: I will never forget this experience in Edmonstone. I will miss Ms. Ruth.
Manjari Venkatesh: My very first dorm. It is really fun but I did not realize it until this semester.
Ah Yeon: A comfortable and a very nice dorm. Ms. Ruth is very kind, nice and loving.
Rida: Very nice and fun dorm. The dorm parent is very nice, sweet and kind. I love her.
Mahathi: E - everybody has a peaceful relationship
D - dorm is filled with beautiful fairies
M - Miss Ruth is the mother of the fairies
O - only eleven people
N - ever boring to stay in the dorm
S - tudies the best
T - terrible monkeys everywhere
O - over the hills and inside the forest
N - never forget the hugs in the night
E - everybody loves it

Back row: Vedhika R, Tepootu R, Ye Eun C, Manjari V, SooJin L, Eun Jee J, Amirthavarshini P
Front row: Risa S, Sai M, Ah Yeon C, Rida E, Mrs Ruth Baweja (Dorm Parent)

Jaya
This year Jaya was transformed from a hotel to a boy’s dorm. When we were told that this hotel was the place
that we would be spending our school year, everyone was frantically trying to change dorms, but after a few
weeks, once we had adjusted to the unusual conditions, we realized that it was not bad. After all, we do have
cool dorm parents, who care for us and make us great dorm treats and snacks. They are the huge reason why
we like Jaya so much. We have come a long way from when we first came to this dorm. I am almost positive
that if you ask any boy in Jaya if they would rather be in another dorm, the answer would be a positive ‘no’.
Special thanks to the Thomas family.

Back row: Rijul R, Milan K, Jie Su Y, Mohammed K
Third row: Jagannath T, Neil M, William K, Anmol T, Jurmey S, Narsingh D, Rinzova R, Anush S, Dugyel T
Second row: Richard K, Alok E, Hugo G, Thinley D, Mr Rajan Thomas (Dorm parent), Lama T, Rhys F, Nikhil D, Ankhit C
Front row: Kenji K, Jamyang P

KENNEDY
Kennedy is the best dorm, no discussions, period!
It is 11 pm (yes late night, in Kennedy we do it this way) and aahh-the geyser threw out cold (ice cold) water.
We have our bathing schedules drawn up (it is not just Cleopatra you see!) based on the ability of our geyser to
heat water. It will help us in the future to adjust, adapt and survive anywhere.
We have an attached covered court in the front and the gymkhana in the back. What other dorm can boast the
combination of these facilities? Who cares that most of us do not play a thing ... and always no money for the
gym’ (did I hear a tongue-in cheek whisper?)
We are a close-knit family (only 29 good ones are carefully selected to be in Kennedy). Small, warm and cozy!
We do not have to wonder who just walked past!!
It is the world’s best place, our dorm parent calls us KENNEDY GIRLS, in a very cute long drawn tone,. I am
sure a composer would have been proud of that composition, very melodious, indeed! (Athough it sounds a little
different when she come at 10:30 to collect our mobiles.)
I have many of my best friends (girls of course!) checking it out... Psst... is any one moving out?
So Kennedy it is.

Back row: Arshia Y, Sirjana S, Fiona D, Claudia V, Tatyana V, Ms Esmie (Dorm Relief),
Mrs Rebecca Devadoss (Dorm Parent)
Third row: Swati S, Persia F, Kelevino T, Amy K, Aaliya J, Jayoon H, Jessica D, Astha B, Remi J
Second row: Vartika C, Ankita K, Mi-sol K, Deepika R, Suji L, Nitya C
Front row: Sowmya T, Hye-won J, Shreya M, Sasha D, Raychen J, Zeenat R

lochend
Lochend Dorm is the biggest on campus with 41 students residing in it at the beginning of the semester. It was
a little sad when some of our friends left for various reasons, but things eventually settled down. Mr and Mrs
Sam are to thank for their patience and for dorm snacks that were simply heavenly. The huge social room was
a frequent hang-out place for all of us and a great place to watch soccer matches! These times created great
memories as there was always a great atmostphere and much playful rivalry! Next year, we will be split up into
different dorms and will regret that because we will miss being here.

From back to front row: Deokgi J, Abilash D, Amandeep P, Seong Su C, Sidney S, Siddharth S, Sai K, Prachet S,
Davin K, Narain R, Joshua D, Yashonandan M, Pranay G, Yash G, Ms Cath Butler (Assistant Dorm Parent), Keon Hee L,
Min-gyu L, Ricard M, Jeongyeop L, Remo R, Faraz W, Mr Kenny Samuel, Mrs Jane Samuel (Dorm Parent), Nitin M,
Singye Y, Devraj R, Alekh T, Krunal K, Jin H, Daniel N, Nathan P, Vedant A, Ameer K, Amrito V, Yong Wook K,
Nakul M, Vrutant K

lochend SCHOOL HOUSE
Squeezed between Penryn and Loch End, the School House is a tiny dorm that is the main meeting and socializing
centre for all the freshies in the evenings. As you enter, you hear loud music coming from big iPod speakers.
In that room, you see Julian juggling a football, and Giuliano behind him, eating and watching a movie. In the
corner, Jin Sol and Dongyub will be playing warcraft on their laptops. You then enter the social room, where A.P
will be downloading countless things on the dorm computer, and Shrey will be watching a movie in his laptop,
with earphones. Vora will be lying down playing PSP, while Amul will be watching football on T.V. Downstairs,
Mrs. Jaikumar will be making chilly cheese toast for dorm treat. It’s all perfect.

L-R: Giuliano F, Jin Sol K, Aditya V, Julian M, Shrey S, Dongyub K, Amulya G, Shreyansh J,
Mrs Anna Jaikumar (Dorm Parent)

LOWER BOYER
Thanks to Mrs JP for making life in Lower Boyer amazing.
Priyanka – “You guys, let’s cook…” …phone
Sabina – Quietly… studies, paints, rubrics cube
Ji-Hye – the best dancer LB has
Astha – “Love me or hate that is the question. If you love me then thank you. If you hate me then…”
Aahana – postcard collector, decorated room, movies and work
Social Room – Friends, VH1, fTV or T & L
Ankita – quiet freshie, always on phone
Mi-sol – even more quiet freshie, always on computer
Natalya – Arsenal Homie I…phone, mode-able
Ria – Arsenal Homie II…phone, creates the latest version of Photoshop
Ju-Won – the to-be designer…phone
Karma – the sporty, smart, social one…also on phone
Jee-Yoon – the future artist – beats Michelangelo
Da-Yang – the future singer – tops the Billboard charts
Amrutha – run, sleep, eat, run, sleep, eat, run, sleep, eat [dies of fatigue]
Kaustubhi – the drama component
Eun-Hye – the sweet Korean girl next door
Roxanne – bollywood’s newest star
Azra – breaks records for Blue next year
Lakshmi – Eminem’s daughter

L-R: Natalya R, Priyanka A, Mrs Indra Jayaprakash (Dorm Parent), Ria G, Aahana M, Lakshmi S, Ankita H, Roxanne T,
Sabina S, Astha P, Mi-sol K, Ji-hye P, Jee-yoon K, Da yang J, Eun-hye K, Karma Y, Amrutha P, Azra B,
Ju-won K, Kaustubhi S

Penryn
*** Starring ***
The loving Dormparent as Mrs B
Rajnikant as Jerin
La Latina as Naseef
Lion King as Nathan Hash
Sidris the Virus as Sid
Grendel, Sandal, Candle, DirtBAG as Wendell
Sunshine spikey pukdudeakapaka as Vivek
The HOT guy as Pema
Paresh Rawal as Shafquat
Kryptonite (every girl’s 18” weakness) as Nimesh
5:00a.m.: The Risin’ Sun as Jabez
Chick (girl) as Ha-uk
Lloyd Banks, G-G-G-unit as Ajeya
Bruce Lee as Jurmey T
Flash as Andrew

Shrek as Joseph
Kaka as Kilp
P.D.A. hero as Arjun B
Appa as Dong-Gyu
Mini-me as Hee-sung
Husky, Kumbi & Velvet as Ronak
Humpty Dumpty hahaha... as Arjun T
Playboy as Rohan
Shahrukh Khan as Prateek
Dorje as Chemet
Dr. Evil White as Zuben
Zuki as Harry
Roxy the Pimp as Salar
Sexy beast (Terra Patrick ‘I’ll tap that’) as Jurmey K
Baka angel as Kei

WE DA BEST!!!

KILP...
We miss
you!!!
From back to front row: Harry K, Salar M, Pema W, Zuben R, Ronak G, Jabez P, Jerin A, Nathan H, Wendell M,
Siddhant S, Naseef K, Arjun B, Jurmey T, Vivek N, Chemet K, Prateek S, Kei T, Ajeya V, Nimesh R, Shafquat A, Rohan M,
Mrs Lalitha Balachander (Dorm Parent), Mr Sam Balachander, Joseph K, Hee Sung K, Dong-Gyu L, Jurmey K

PHELPS
Meet the Super-heroes from Phels...
Kunsang – Wonderwoman
Qismat – Catwoman
Khandu – Emo Ranger
Pema – Fairy God Mother
Bhagya – Superwoman
Kimi – Pocahontas
Siobhan – Snow White (Kangaroo Are Not Gorillas)
Shannon – Shaktiman
Christina – Sleeping Beauty
Zuki – Elastic Girl
Hae-Ju – Princess Fiona(only day time version)

Ananya – Little Mermaid (Ariel)
Tenzin – Spiderwoman
Bo-Hye – Minnie Mouse
Lee-seul - Mulan
Ji-Yeon – Blossom
Seo-Yoon – Bubbles
Eun-hye – Buttercup
Tamara – Dora the Explora
Mirei - Batwoman
Sangye – Sugar Plum Faerie
Karen – Cassie from Dragon Tails
Sangmo - Cinderella

Front row: Tamara C, Kunsang W, Qismat Z, Tenzin K, Shannon C
Second row: Sangye T, Karen R, Siobhan F, Mrs Beth Yesudian (Dorm Parent), Zuki T, Seo Yoon H, Mirei S
Third row: Christian H, Tenzing S, L. Eun Hye J, Bo Hye K, Bhagya Y, Kimi S
Back row: Ananya Y, Hae Ju H, Leeseul L, Ji Yeon P, Khandu O, Pema W

SHERWOOD
23 girls... 23 different lives... 3 freshmen... 10 sophomores... 6 juniors... 4 seniors...
work... fun... boys... friends... life...
A normal conversation in Sherwood... according to the Sherwood girls:
Lili: “Oh my God, he’s so hot!”
Faseeha: “Me want!”
Karen: “he he he... Oh my God...”
Raie: “¿Por qué?”
Sarah: “Oh, good God!”
Hannah: “You guys, that’s so intense!”
Brinda: “You know something?”
Yasha: “I need to pee!”
Wenona: “Silence... mumble... mumble... sigh”
Iti: “Shut up your mouth”
Deea: “Let’s go out to eat”
Vrusti: “Yah, man!”

Uri: “ee he... can I?”
Tenzin: “No, yarr, *tmcha*”
Tan: “Noooooooooo! I don’t want picture!”
Ayushi: “Why are you guys so boring?!?”
Alice: “You don’t know!”
Judith: “Do you know what I meeeeaaan?”
Stella: <incomprehensible German>
Kavi: “What’s going on??”
Reshma: “I want to go to Africa!”
Leela: “That’s so cool”
Krishna: “You guys... wake up!”
Mrs C: “Oh! Still in bed!?!”

Back row: Krishna N, Yasha P, Ayushi S
Third row: Deea A, Raie M, Lili D, Sarah S, Faseeha M, Hannah R
Second row: Mrs Jayanthi Chandrasekaran (Dorm Parent), Brinda A, Pornchanok K (Tan), Kavitha S, Vrusti F, Iti M,
Wenona R, Karen R, Tenzin S (Dechen), Leela D
Front row: Alice K. P, Reshma M, Judith M, Seo Hyun C (Uri)

SOLVIK
With Love From Me to You...
Nikita: Romeo! Romeo! Where art thou? ... Right here by thy window Juliet! Latoya: Passionate Poetess!
Yes, even YOU have to leave on time! Soo Yeon: Watch out! Don’t start a fire in the B! Varsha: Lady in
Pink! Victoria’s Secret, here comes Varsha! Rhea: Solvik’s resident Master Sculptor - will give Michael Angelo
a run for his money! Taira: Bend it like Taira! Richa: Fear not trembling soul. Some day the clouds will lift
and the Town of TOK will beckon. Radhika: Eureka! Albert Einstein reincarnated. Sophie: Turn off the
mains so Sophie may sleep. Zzzzzzz..... Pallavi: Will one day “walk” away with the Pulitzer Prize for Writing.
Hea Leen: For the fourth YEAR: No, you may NOT come in before 3.00 p.m. Gayatri: Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Da Ni
Sa~Sa~Sa~Soccer anyone? Maybar: Yet another cold shower? You can’t stop smiling can you? Sanam: Chef
par Excellence! WHAAAAT?!! Ekta: Give me that second phone! Who? Me? Emi: My stomach is better. Now I
make poo like this....! Absences? I go to all my classes! Sukanya: Chilly chicken and rice Chilly chicken and rice
Chilly chicken and rice. Tenzin: My Bhutanese Princess! - Sugar and spice and all that’s nice. Ga Ae: Ode to
a Nightingale. Divija: Harry Potter fan who dreams of being the next Korean Pop Diva-ja! Sangeetha: Our
very own Bill Gates! Here’s your laptop Sangeetha. Smile x 5!! Moksha: Dances to her own tune, even during
study time! Thi Thi Di Di Thi ~~ Naina: Queen of the Oreo Milkshake! Rachel: Give me a fiVE Rachel!! Yes,
I know you are soooo inoooocent! Juhi: Laughter thy name is Juhi! Anyone feeling “unconscious” or wants
“gullible” food?!! Priya: Pint-sized chilly who will take on the world! Vidhya: Working towards replacing
the Tahr as the KIS mascot. Jean: Future nominee for the Grammys! Tamkin: Tuticorin: here she comes!
Shweta: ... is sooooo HAWT! Lifetime Member of the Oreo Milkshake Club. Sasha: We proudly present our
true KIS product from Start to Finish!

From back to front: Mrs Celeste Jeyakar (Dorm Parent), Vidhya S, Divija M, Tamkin H, Moksha K, Richa G, Sukanya G,
Nikita H, Sophie M, Latoya F, Jean M, Naina C, Soo Yeon L, Varsha P, Ga Ae L, Tenzin W, Hea Leen C, Radhika P, Rhea C,
Maybar T, Sasha S, Ekta C, Pallavi C, Taira M, Gayatri T, Priya B, Juhi V, Sanam R

UPPER BOYER
Down the steps from the Cafeteria, along a rain-protected pathway and in through a quaint bridge entrance
- this is Upper Boyer; where the atmosphere is homely, yet vibrant. True, it may not be the best, biggest, or
newest, but people are more important than the building, right?

Anyway, home is where the heart is, and Upper Boyer-ites definitely have their hearts in the right place. This
is one dorm which has a pleasant blend of friendships, fights, love and hate. There is always an optimum time
for everything - and this dorm has slipped into its statu quo with considerable ease. This is home because this
is where we are free to be who we really are!

L-R: Sanam M, Rabia F, Mira K, Avani V, Mesha B, Ye Won P, Yu Jin C, Cheong A L, Talia T, Aakanksha M,
Mrs Shamala Joesph (Dorm Parent),Yamini S, Kunchok W, Ye-Ji H, Pema C, Jannine R, Priyasha C, Rhea L,
Prajakta G, Jina P, Apeksha A, Zai T, Sadichchha D, Angshu N, Shristi S,

WESTOVER
This dorm consists of 26 boys and loads and loads of fun. With Mr Patrick and his family, not forgotting his four
dogs and other pet animals that change a dormitory into a home away from home.
- Yash Shah (Gr 6)

The beds in our rooms are as cozy as ever. There is a piano where many of the boys rock out playing it. There
is a table tennis table to play and have fun. There are many talents in our dorm for example: footballers,
basketballers, table tennis players etc. I feel this dorm rocks in every way. If you ever come here you will never
want to leave.
- Prashant Bagheesh (Gr 5)

Back row: Varun K, Min Jun C, Changwon P, Ju An B, Jamie S, Ryu E, Apoorv K, Rayyan R, Minseok K, Surya S,
Janith R, Ms Priscilla Selvakumari
Third row: Ranjith Joe Alister (Dorm relief), Mr Patrick Hart (Dorm Parent), Dong In K, San B, Junwoo K,
Hyeung Jun P, Dhawan D
Second row: Shaun G, Kamal N, Jayjit M
Front row: Prashant B, Yash S, Chanon R, Tae Hong K, Hyun Woo L, Luka V, Rinngheta R

wissy
What if... Sumi stopped changing boyfriends every

activities? Sangeetha kept her lights switched off

month? Zoi didn’t supply the entire dorm with shoes?

for more than 4 hrs? Malli actually understood the

Hyun talked more than Pooja? Prioska stopped

meaning of handling keys? Aanchal manages to sit

sitting in front of the TV with her laptop and Maggie?

in one place for longer than 17 minutes without gluing

Alys didn’t have her 12,235 pillows? Lois chose not
to frequently express herself aloud in Korean? Neha
refuses to ‘dispose of’ Sneha and Ridhi’s milk? Prakriti
stopped relying on Spark notes and actually read
books? Naina stopped getting her phone confiscated
every second day? Saatvika stopped saving the world
from grasshoppers? Sneha took a stand for hating

herself to her hot water bag? Michelle knew better
Hindi than Korean? Min-Jin managed to leave her bed
on Friday and Saturday? Naina K stopped studying
BnM? Andry stopped making coffee? Trisha stops
Recycling, Sermonizing, Saving the World..? Anusha
and Ria inhabited their own room more than the social

someone for a change? Riddhi stopped dancing?

room? And Mrs Tandon did not posses any culinary

Pooja stopped eating, talking and obsessing over

skills to revive the lives of the 26 girls in the dorm..?

Karan, Parth, Raghav, Harshan, Shahrukh...? Pema

Then the world as we know it, at Wissy would

bought earphones? Hye-Jin stopped her barber

cease to exist!

Back row: Trisha S, Saatvika K, Prakriti M, Min Jin P, Mrs Sujata Tandon (Dorm Parent), Sneha S, Ridhi G, Prioska U,
Alys B, Zoe J, Anusha J, Ria D
Middle row: Aanchal G, Hye Jin K, Pooja S, Mallimalika G, Naina K
Front row: Naina C, Jung Min P, Neha K, Hyun Joo L, Mi Su J, Pema C, Michelle V, Sumi M, Sangeetha M, Andry D

DAY SCHOLARS
(+ some extras!)

Back row: Anna V, Nadia J, Ketsa J, Tiffany S, Shreya G, Andrea S, Deki P, Gaia M, Natalya R, Michelle A, Persis P,
Kara P, Amrutha P, Yo-seok J, Yukta S, Naveena S, Dilane D, Edward O, Lashynna D, Sylvan H, Irene A,
Prashant P, Sushanth P, Aaron C, Rosemary C, Goldie S, Lulu R, Josey R, Tobin H, Zach S, Joel F, Nadisha S,
Sheryl A, Dharam K, Johnathan S, Philemon P, Narain R, Nishanth P, Rushad M, David Joel N
Middle row: Rikheit T, Rikhel T, Abraham V, Vivian S, Akil H, Prashant K, Samuel A, Sampras S, Joel N, Mikhail F,
Front row: Kares J, Sophia R, Jwaalyn M, Ruth P, Emma M, Caroline C, Irfana H, Rhea R, Josephine P, Jai V, Tyler S,
Timothy P, Joseph L, Steffi S, Karma Y, Jacob L, Elijah S, Maxwell C, Sivaranjani V, Namita N, Isaac P,
Tara M, Tanya M

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

Preschool &
KINDERGARTEN

Teacher: Mrs Radhika Sagar
Back row: Kelita Jerome, Micah Yesudian, Hanna Wüthrich, Aydn Luy,
Pratiti Navam, Victor Lancaster
Front row: Jakob Wüthrich, Lydianna Nelsen, Dominik Wüthrich, Myra Dedekind

GRADE 1 & 2

Teacher: Mrs Suchitra Chettri
Back row: Jacob Luy, Isaiah Nelson, Elija Stewart, Ephraim Michael,
Anjali Roos, Nuni Ramnath
Middle row: Blessing Daniel Arul Raj, Jane Jaikumar, Ayaneel Sinha,
Rikeith Trivedi, Evelyn Lancaster
Front row: Anushka Sen, Aadharsh Ramanathan, Rohaan Joseph,
Aaryan Dalal, Ashish Trivedi
Absent: Prashant Sarkar

GRADE 3 & 4

Teacher: Mrs Amanda Coleman
Back row: Aadit Sen, Kevin Stephen, Maxwell Coleman, Isaac Purdy, Cyrus Nelsen, Minseok
Kim, Luka Vadachkoriya, Kinley Tsering, Kamal Narayana
Front row: Amirthavarshini Pugalendhi, Tanya Murphy, Sime Victor Paul,
Pooja Vedmurthy, Arudra Vavilapalli, Triansha Biswas, Namita Navam, Ah Yeon Chang

GRADE 5

Teacher: Mrs Pearlin Joseph
Back row: Wytze Ramnath, Dhawan Dirksen, Akil Hameed, Abraham Varghese,
Jayjit Mohanty, Prashant Bagheesh
Middle row: Jungwoo Kim, Ruth Philip, Tae Hong Kim, Rikhel Trivedi, Hyeung Jun Park, Anup
Gilson, Joseph Luy
Front row: Rida Endo, Kares Jerome, Hannah Billage, Tara Murphy,
Jwaalyn Morgan, Chanon Rungarunsirichoke

GRADE 6

Teachers: Mrs Mataji Sharma, Mrs Mini Cherian
Back row: Vedhika Arvind, Caroline Chettri, Ju An Bang, Timothy Philip, Manjari Venkatesh,
Tepootu Rai, Emma Mather-Pike, Josephine Purdy. Irfana Hameed, Eun Jee Joo, Sophia
Rajasekar, Apoorv Kumar, Yash Shah. Varun Kupusamy
Front row: Soojin Lee, Risa Shirai, Rhea Roy, Ye Eun Choi, Dong In Kim, Min Jun Choi,
Changwon Park, Ryu Endo, Jamie Shin, Mrunal Patel, Janith Ratnam, Rayyan Rishwan,
Rinngheta Renthlei, Surya Shahi, Shaun Godinho

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES

MIDDLE
AND
HIGH SCHOOL

GRADE 7

Back row (L-R):
Tenzing Sangmo Lama, Sangye Tseyang, Ji Yeon Park, Eun Hye Joo, Seo Yoon Hyun, Faraz Wahlang, Vrutant Kanakia,
Singye Yonten, Joshua D’Cunha, Abhilash Deswal, Vikram Ekambaram, Nakul Misra
Middle row (L-R):
Josey Redder, Ketsa Neha Jerome, Jessica Abraham, Priyadarshini Panchapakesan, Anna Varghese, Karen Rai,
Jeongyeop Lee, Amandeep Parmar, Jin Hoon Park, Keon Hee Lee, Nitin Monteiro, Ameer Khemchandani, Amrito Verrelli,
Vedant Agrawal, Jai Viknesh Bheeman
Front row (L-R):
Nadia Jayaprakash, Mirei Shirai, Tamara Crasto, Deokgi Jeong, Tyler Stengele, Samuel Alfred, Joel Navam, Alekh Trivedi

GRADE 8
Grade 8 has the capability of becoming the next great class of KIS. We have talent that no other class has. We
are gonna make the leaders of tomorrow. We shall make our countries strong and proud of us. Each of us has
are own talents which only we have. We might be annoying but we are always helpful in any condition.
We ARE the energetic Class of 2012

Back row (L-R):
Allan Alphonse, Pranay Gothi, Devraj Ray, Nathan Paul, Remo Reuben, Min-Gyu Lee, Krunal M. Kabutarwala,
Young Wook Kim, Vivian Samuel, Jose Selvaraj, Shannon Chatfield, Bhagya Yadav, Zuki Tobgye, Siobhan Forbes,
Shreya Gopinath, Kimi Sapthanga
Middle row (L-R):
Terry Travasso, Sampras Selvaraj, Prashant Kapila, Leo Endo, Mikhail Fernandes, Bo Hye Kwon, Leeseul Lee,
Hae Ju Han, Ananya Yadav, Da Vin Kang, Siddharth Singhi, Yashonandan Mundhra,
Sai Krishna Chittoor Krishna Reddy, Aravindaraj Bruno, Yash Gupta, Ricard Marzo Carter
Front row (L-R):
Kunsang Wangmo, Christina Hauva, Qismat Zaidi, Pema Wongmo, Khandu Om, Tenzin Kyizom, SivaRanjani Veerakumar,
Daniel Netto, Sidney Sarangadharan, Prachet Sancheti

GRADE 9

We have a dream that the students of Grade 9 will be much more than a bunch of rowdy, happy-go-lucky group
of teenagers. We entertain ourselves with riding horses, playing football, running, singing, chilling and playing
instruments. In fact, Kilp is the youngest student in the history of the school to be selected for the A team;
one day he will be a name to reckon with. Also, Milan frequently participates and wins national horse-riding
competitions. Among our girls, Wenona holds the record for the 200 meters dash and Jean is an exceptional
singer. We also have our own gangster, Narsingh, and our angelic Rinzova. There are also MANY other special
people you should get to know…. not joking!

GRADE 9

Vivek Baby Paul

Kilp Barfungpa

Arjun Bisht

Matteo Borg

Naina Chauhan

Cyril Cherian

Shweta Chitalia

Ria Das

Fiona Dean

Andry DeJong

Sheahan Devadoss

Sadichchha
Dhakhwa

Narsingh Dixit

Giuliano Fama

Armaan Gupta

Jamsel Gyaltshen

Yoesar Gyaltshen

Amulya Gyawali

Tamkin Haider

Ankita Henry

GRADE 9

Dong-Gyu Lee

Iti Maloney

Jean Manners

Julian Manning

Divija Mohan

Neil Monteiro

Persis Patrick

Deki Pelden

Sushanth
Prasadarao

Wenona Rai

Rinzova Renthlei

Jigmi Samkyi

Shrey Sancheti

Lakshmi Sankaran

Andrew Selvaraj

Sirjana Shakya

Sangeetha Muthiah Angshu Natarajan

Gaia Mather-Pike

Nyima Ohana

GRADE 9

Remi Jahau

Shreyansh Jain

Rushil Jalnawalla

Raychen Jana

Han Gil Jang

Anusha Jiandani

Karishma Joshi

Kenji Kakumoto

Vrusti Kanakia

Milan Kapur

Nabeel Khan

Dongyub Kim

Eui Jung Kim

Eun Hye Kim

Hee Sung Kim

Kyung Heui Kim

Se-Young Kim

Tushar Kim

Moksha Kumar

Jin Sol Kwon

GRADE 9

Yamini Sharma

Tiffany Stewart

Claudia Vitantonio

Aditya Vora

Dugyel Tobgye

Yohaan Varghese

Arjun Vedmurthy

GRADE 10

Probably the noisiest class in the vibrant history of KIS, the class of 2010 never fails to be the talk of the
community. However, what is a class without spirit? Be it in the classroom, the playing field or the orchestra, our
class is a force to be reckoned with. It is no wonder that anybody and everybody wants to be us.

GRADE 10

Sheryl Abraham

Anchit Agarwal

Jin U Bak

Martino Baronchelli

Umedh Bharany

Astha Bhatia

Andrew Billage

Aakash
Chadalavada

Pallavi Chatterjee

Raj Chavda

Noah Chettri

Seo Hyun Cho

Pema Choden

Pema Choki

Yu Jin Chung

Jessica D’Cunha

Nikhil Dalal

Divakar Dev

Lili Dreikhausen

Elena Dutt

GRADE 10

Tobin Haeusler

Jayoon Hong

Zoi Jahau

Aaliya Jamal

Mi Su Jang

Aalim Javeri

Rachel
Jayaprakash

Goldie Jesolit

Hye-won Jung

Dharam Kapila

Kevin Kenny

Sameer Khanna

Chemet Kharyak

Richard Kim

Harry Kim

Ju-Won Kim

Mi Sol Kim

Sung Jun Kim

Imaad Lalljee

Cheong A Lee

GRADE 10

Hyun Joo Lee

Soo Yeon Lim

Zayn Lohit

Aakanksha
Mahanty

Salar Mahmood

Sumi Mahmud

Janak Maloney

Yash Malvi

Christopher
Marianathan

Judith Marzo
Carter

Sophie McLennan

Brett Mendonca

Reshma Misra

Aditya Mukhija

Karan Nath

Krishna Nathwani

Edward Oh

Alice K. Park

Ji-Hye Park

Sharad Patel

GRADE 10

Philemon Patrick

Astha Paudel

Yasha Paul

Varsha Ponnappa

Rijul Ray

Nadisha Sagar

Jonathan Samuel

Kavitha Selvaraj

Shristi Sen

Su Hyeok Seong

Kaustubhi Sharma

Abhijeet Singh

Ayushi Sinha

Zach Stengele

Vidhya
Subramanian

Joyant Taandon

Kei Takahashi

Zai Tandan

Roxanne Tarapor

Satvik Thaker

GRADE 10

Anmol Thakkar

Kunchok Wangmo

Juhi

Varun Varadaraj

Tatyana
Veerasammy

Arjun Venkatesh

GRADE 11

Just wait ‘til next year...

GRADE 11

Brinda Adhiya

Apeksha Agarwal

Priyanka Agrawal

Raghav Ahooja

Pathros Alex

Sea Hyun An

Deea Ariana

Pranav Bakre

Gokul Bakshi

Krishnapriya
Balanarayanan

Azra Bhagat

Mesha Bhansali

Jessica Billage

Alys Boucher

Rahul Chak

Aaron Chamberlain

Ankhit Chandaria

Rhea Chhabria

Naina Chhiber

Ali Nawaz
Chitalwala

GRADE 11

Yong-Su Choi

Priyasha Churiwal

Max Clark

Rosemary Coleman

Sasha D’Lima

Leif Dejong

Dilanie Devadoss

Leela Dünn

Sahil Engineer

Vivan Eyben

Persia Ferdousi

Latoya Ferns

Ronak Ganatra

Prajakta Gawde

Vasudev Guigan

Richa Gupta

Ria Gyawali

Seo Jin Hyun

Ye -Ji Hyun

Sharfiyet Iqbal

GRADE 11

Emi Kakumoto

Saatvika
Kantamneni

Jurmey Karchung

Gyurmey Karma

Naseef Khan

Mira Khandpur

Dhiraj Kim

Amy Kim

Pornchanok
Kittisurin

Neha Kumthekar

Rachel Laitflang

Chung Jae Lee

SuJi Lee

Hyun Ho Lim

Rhea Lobo

Imcha Longchar

Sanam Mahmood

Prakriti Makkar

Taira Malaney

Rohan Mehta

GRADE 11

Aditya Menon

Aahana Miller

Charlie Mohl

Shreya Mukarji

Teddy Murphy

Gailianglung
Panmei

Jung Min Park

Min Jin Park

Ye Won Park

Radhika Patel

Jina Pegu

Kara Perkins

Kiranram Ramesh

Jannine Rane

Sanam Rawal

Lulu Redder

Zuben Rikleen

Karen Robert

Zeenat Rupawalla

Anush Sachdeva

GRADE 11

Aditya Sagar

Yukta Sagar

Tenzin Samkyi

Naveena Selvaraj

Steffi-Amrita
Selvaraj

Siddhant Shah

Sabina Shakya

Swati Shivshankar

Jurmey Singay

Prateek Singhi

Minali Srinath

Andrea Stewart

Hikaru Takahashi

Kelevino Talie

Jagannath Thakur

Sowmya Thakur

Arjun Thapar

Gayatri Tideman

Tiffany Talia

Jurmey Tobgye

GRADE 11

Husni Uwise

Yangchen Zam

Chandini Vavilapalli

Sherrard Wallang

Arshia Yadav

Jie Su Yang

Class of

2008

Dear Class of 2008,
It gives me great pleasure to pen these few words to you. It
has indeed been such a joy to see you young people grow in
front of my very eyes! I often reminisce about the beautiful
simple years at Elementary School; how you all then moved
on to Middle School and the energy you youngsters had;
how you then graduated into High School, turning into
beautiful young ladies and dashing young men. And now
you are finally on the threshold of stepping into a new world.
Take with you the values learnt in your journey at KIS.
Look back - there has indeed been much that you can learn
from. The value of forgiving and trusting is truly one such
simple yet powerful aspect of character that you can develop!
I would also like for you to keep in mind that when good
opportunity knocks on your door, be wise and take it. Yes challenges and opportunities to do good and not evil.
Opportunities come from the outside but can also be
created from the inside. Remember also that challenges
and opportunities do not wait for you, so be ready.
I wish the Lord’s choicest blessings on each one of you!
God be with you till we meet again.
Minette Duncan Marbañiang
Class Sponsor
Class of 2008

Jeremiah 29:11
“For I know the plans I have for you,”
declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you
and not to harm you, plans to give you
hope and a future.”

These past few years in boarding school in a relatively
isolated missionary town 7000 feet above civilization
have something that I’ll always hold on it.
Thanks to dad, bro and mom for all the love and support.
Hope I make you proud someday. Love you!
Mish: When you’re voice takes you all over the world,
remember that you owe ‘addicted’ a song. Remember
what someone told you a year ago that you’re supposed
to be appacha’s light. Nat: I hope you find a sarcastic
cynic like me in college if not, there are Facebook
threads. And when you order, skip the extra cheese!
Twangs: [poke] we never went running but maybe we’ll
meet in autumn in NY. Karms: our travel paths will cross
again… I don’t know what I would do without you guys,
love you... all the best for college, love, life... mwah~!~
Perez, Nimesh, Norbu, Jamyang, Ria, Priyanka, Sabina,
Ju-Won, Sheryl, Sangeetha, Prashanth, Hugo, Rushad,
Matyas and Lena – thanks for the memories, hope you
remember me when you’re all successful. Keep in touch!
The Abrahams: I would have gone astray without your
guidance, hugs and Sunday lunches. Hope you are
blessed in return for everything you have done for me.

Amrutha Suzanne Pulikottil
Indian
Years at KIS: 5
Email: amruthapulikottil@gmail.com

Mr Dalal, The Menons, Mrs Roy, Mr Roos, Mr Plymale,
Mrs Luy, Mr Lall and Mr and Mrs Philip. Thank for your for
being amazing teachers.
~Chicken cheese wonton noodle soup~

First and foremost I would like to thank my Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ who has brought me thus
far and is the center of my existence.
Dad, Mum and Sheryl: I could not have asked for
a more supportive family! Dad, my inspiration and
example; Mum, my best friend and my victim of
fashion advice; Sheryl, my partner in crime, and
cutest baby sis ever! Love you guys!
Muffins: You guys made my life in KIS sexy!! I’ll
never forget our chilling sessions, digestive cookies,
sleepovers, attempts to cook, long weekend, and
all we’ve shared together =!) And we will go on our
road trip ok!! Someday! Love you all!
Andge and Tiff: Love you guys! And I will write that
book about us!
Rushad, Jabez, Nimesh, Sylvan, Prashanth, Norbu:
You guys made life in KIS so much of fun and so
worthwhile…keep in touch and good luck in the
future!
~Chicken Cheese Wonton Noodle Soup~

Michelle Ann Abraham
Indian
Years at KIS: 13
Email: juvenilestar_818@hotmail.com

Amala and apala: Thank u so much for all ur love, support and
advice - sending me to Kodai. + Angayla, acho Jigme, Singye and
Ugen… I love u guys; u guys mean the world to me.
MuFFins!!! Karma: My twin sister! Remember ur my baby’s
godmother aite. I guess I’ll always be seeing u, but DON’T
isolate urself in ur room ok!! Promise??? Michelle: OMG!! u’ve to
remember me when u become all famous aite… u’ve got the most
amazing voice (I mean it!!) Amrutha: I’m going to miss ur POKE!
=( And remember I’m NOT the baby okie… U r… Lol… n NOO
nerdiness okie (ur books), ur sexy yo!!
Natalya: Don’t ever forget all our ‘senior’ following, screaming n
carrying each other around… I’m going to miss u n ur “Mother”…
lol How am I going to survive without u guys? N plzzz come to NY
if possible! We can always meet up… I swear I’ll even bunk my
classes n travel a whole day if I have to, to where ever u guys r
just to give u a hug. Nat, Mish, and Amp… Plzzz come to Bhutan…
Karma n I’ll be waiting… ^^
Cheme: Thank u for being my everything….
Sorry for never telling you how I felt, it was only because I
couldn’t express myself… I love u…
ET’s going to be missing u…. =(
Ga-Ae: My lovely roomie!! I couldn’t have asked for a better
roommate. Thank u so much for everything n I’m going to miss
u…“Mr.Butterfly”.

Tenzin Wangmo Wangchuk
Bhutanese
Years at KIS: 4
Email: twangmo66@hotmail.com

Namcha, Kara, Maybar (I hope we reunite AGAIN) Jamyang,
Norbu,Thinley, Rushad, Jabez (thank u 4 everything) Kodai won’t
have been fun, n school won’t have been school without u guys!! I
love u…
All u younger Bhutanese ppl. “I’m sorry if I hardly talk, but each n
every one of ur extraordinary, thank u 4 being great!”~
“Chicken Cheese Wonton Noodle Soup”

Mum Dad: Love you, thank you for everything you
have done for me, I couldn’t have done it without
your support, love and advice, hope I make you
proud. Ron: Love you little bro, you are the sweetest
most perfect little brother anyone could ever ask
for; I’m going to miss you so much! Muffins: Back in
9th grade who would have ever guessed we would
end up like this? We’ve been through so much
together, both good and bad but I would never
change anything that’s happened. I’m never going
to be able to replace you all, I love you guys, thanks
for always being there. Karma, my “connection”
partner, Tenzin, you really are the wise Piscean,
Michelle, my brutally honest mirror, and Amrutha, if
we could share brains. Norbu: If only we had more
time together but, hopefully it was long enough for
you to believe me. Thank you for all the memories,
I Love You. My LB Homies (Priyanka, Ria, Ju-won,
Sabina): All the time we spent getting thrown out of
each others rooms, the clothes, being the only ones
awake in our haunted dorm and of course our endless
conversations. Sylvan, Nimesh, Rushad, Jabez,
Jamyang, Matyas and Shafquat: school wouldn’t
have been so much fun without you guys thanks for
everything.
Natalya Ratan
Indian
~Chicken Cheese Wonton Noodle Soup~
Years at KIS: 4.5
Email: nat19_16@hotmail.com

Karma Yangchen
Bhutanese
Years at KIS: 7
Email: etoiles_fire@hotmail.com

Apa, Aunty and Mummy: Thanks a lot for your
everything! I wouldn’t have reached this far if it
wasn’t for you all. I love you very much! Muffins
(Amp,Twang,Nat and Mish): We have shared many
moments together, some bad and some good. However,
I will always remember everything and never forget
you guys. Kodai would have sucked without you guys.
BFF! Ps: hope one day you guys will forget about “sam”
and complab and friends DON’T come last~ Wangtas
(Ara,Yiong,Juju,Pemc,Yeji,Mayb): I had SO much fun;
Staying awake late, eating loads of food and wearing
track pants the next day. LOVE! Mi-sol: BF since 6th
grade, running away from dorm, all those endless
conversations. Love you. Juju: You r the best roomie
and I am really glad that I got close to you. Hope that
you enjoy Kodai.xox LB HOMIES (Priyu,Ria,Sabina) keep
the LB reputation up and u all will always be my sexy
homies. Hugo,Namcha,Thinley,Jamyang,Rhys,Norbu: u
guys rock!! Alok: Spanish buddy. Jabez: i am not stupid!
take care Rushad: james bond, I ll miss u. Supersenior
bball team & Coach Jaz: even though they didn’t give
us the trophy, the ooty trip was amazing. Had so much
fun playing ball with you guys and hope that you guys
win next year too. Kara: Words can’t express how much
you mean to me. Sorry for the times where I couldn’t
express myself but my final year in Kodai was great
b’coz of you. I LOVE U SO MUCH…
“CHICKEN CHEESE WONTON NOODLE SOUP”

Apa:- Thank you for all the faith and support

you have had in me and for giving me a second
chance. Ama:- You are the best. I love you.
Hope I made you proud. To the rest of my
family members. You guys are the greatest.
I would also like to thank the JFD, Jurmeys
and Ma Penryn Street Boys for making ma
life in Kodai fun and memorable. And to all
the Bhutanese take care of your selves and
be good. The AXE: Let’s have a toast for our
undying friendship. Thimphu won’t be the
same without you guys.
And lastly to Karma Yangchen

(Tshagyem):

So many memories with you and hopefully
lots more to come. I just want you to know
that I LOVE YOU and will always be there
for you. Thank you for everything. Usted es
perfecto en mis ojos.(hope I got it right)
Name: Pema Kara Wangchen

TASHI DELEK!!!

Bhutanese
Years at KIS:1
Email: pemakara@hotmail.com

People come into your life for a reason, a season or a
lifetime. When you know which one it is, you will know
what to do for that person. When someone is in your
life for a REASON, it is usually to meet a need you have
expressed. They have come to assist you through a
difficulty, to provide you with guidance and support, to aid
you physically, emotionally or spiritually. They may seem
like a godsend and they are. They are there for the reason
you need them to be. Then, without any wrongdoing on
your part or at an inconvenient time, this person will
say or do something to bring the relationship to an end.
Sometimes they die, walk away, or even act up and force
you to take a stand. What we must realize is that our need
has been met, our desire fulfilled, their work is done. The
prayer you sent up has been answered and now it is time
to move on.
Some people come into your life for a SEASON, because
your turn has come to share, grow or learn. They bring you
an experience of peace or make you laugh. They may teach
you something you have never done. They usually give you
an unbelievable amount of joy. Believe it, it is real. But only
for a season!

Mi-sol Kwon
Korean
Years at KIS: 7
Email: pinkjean_msk@hotmail.com

LIFETIME relationships teach you lifetime lessons, things
you must build upon in order to have a solid emotional
foundation. Your job is to accept the lesson, love the
person and put what you have learned to use in all other
relationships and areas of your life. It is said that love is
blind but friendship is clairvoyant.
Thank you for being a part of my life, whether you were a
reason, a season or a lifetime. You guys know who u r~ I
love you all!!

What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to
what lies within us.
~Ralph Waldo Emerson;
Memory is a way of holding onto the
things you love, the things you are,
the things you never want to lose.
~From the television show The Wonder Years

Deepika Ranjit
Indian
Years at KIS: 5
Email:bewitched9190@hotmail.com

And the caterpillar emerged from her cocoon as a butterfly
and spread her wings.
Or maybe she crawled out of her cocoon where she came
when she used to be a butterfly.
If learning to type at top speed, spiking, watching what
you eat, sprinting for your life, wearing only certain kind of
clothes, becoming a cell phone addict, developing procrastination techniques and not sleeping for 36 hours is considered the butterfly in me, then maybe that is inevitably
what I have metamorphosed into.
And if it is also learning to be confident, discovering your
best qualities, being yourself, managing time, making
friendships that are worth lasting for a lifetime, being
passionate about what you do, seeing the best and worst
in every person, learning to listen to elders, and giving
everything you do your best, then I can say my metamorphosis is complete and I am ready to leave the shelter of
my cocoon and show the rest of the world what my cocoon
has made of me.

Irene Alfred
Indian
Years at KIS: 4 years
Email: neugierig16_renee@hotmail.com

And in the meanwhile, due to the lack of any other way to
say this:
To everyone who initiated and aided the process of the destruction of my larva body and the development my wings:
a huge thank you!

I don’t need words to express.....
I don’t need tears to shed....
I don’t need to ask for a smile.....
Or a hand to hold me.....
All I need is
The precious memories with the
ones I love.

Vartika Chaudary
Indian
Years at KIS: 4

Lashynna Duncan Marbaniang
Indian
Years at KIS:

I can’t believe that it’s finally time to graduate. It
seems just like yesterday that I was entering the
gates of this school, and dreading the many years
of school I’ll be having. And now I dread leaving the
gates of this school knowing that I won’t be having
the many years of school ever again. My parents and
family who have been the root for me getting this far
I sincerely want to thank you for everything I love
you all! To all those who mean the world to me thank
you for everything you’ve done! You’ve helped me
grow as a person and an individual, and I know without you I wouldn’t be where I am today! I’ll always
be grateful for all of it! To my best friends ever (Fantastic 5, Sexy 7) we will never say an actual goodbye
because we’ll meet again on our cruise =D. I love you
always and I’ll miss you truly until we meet again!
Thank you for everything! Saying goodbye to the ones
you love the most is the hardest thing to do because
of the fear you have in you that you may never see
them again. Why does it take only takes a minute to
say hello but forever to say goodbye? But I know that
this goodbye isn’t forever, it’s only temporary until
we meet again.
Goodbyes are not forever.
Goodbyes are not the end.
They simply mean I’ll miss you
until we meet again!
~Author Unknown

Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior…
Living and studying for four years at
KIS, I’ve been a spaz, pyein, pig, geek,
wanna be, PS and idler. However, I have
accomplished: making sexy friends,
taking numerous pictures, becoming
Ddung in Ddungsamo, watching soccer
and basketball games the whole day,
getting accepted to universities, writing a
book, going to the Netherlands, creating
Yoonglish and a lot more! These are all
precious moments I had and will make me
miss my time at KIS so much!
I really would like to say…
I LOVE : Sexy Seven friends (Yoon,
Deepika, Lash, Vartika, Irene, Misol
and Ara), DdungSaMo members, genius
brother, Texan Alex, My Superstar, little
evil, Chand&Roshn, my IT partner, Marti,
my naughty sis, pool players, Kennedy
Yoon Jung
girls, ‘CP’ union, and Shrek family.
Korean

Years at KIS:

It feels like just last week when
we first came to Kodaikanal
International School. We got out of
that airport, train station, cab, car,
or what have you, we looked at the
building and said, ‘Please tell me
that ain’t my school.’

Karan Misra
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: karan.misra@hotmail.com
It’s over….and I dint even realize. These 2 years have been the
shortest years of my life but evidently the best and the most
memorable. It’s in these 2 years that I have made the best
friends, met the most important people and had the best time
of my life. I remember the first day in this school, I wanted to
go back home but now this is my home. I wish I had joined this
school before, life would have been so different and better but I
do not regret. The credit for all of this goes to my parents who
let us join this school, without them I would not have been writing this. There are a billion people without whom life at kodai
would have been living hell, to all of those people – ull changed
me, redefined me and my life and for that I will haunt ull forever. I could not have got a better dorm than clav and I could
not have got better dorm mates than those in clav and for all u
guys – 19 – hope ull get the message. So that’s it people, the
rest is to fill for it self.
Sneha, Shyam, Nikita, Karan, William, Manu, Anuj, Sunny,
Dhruv, Ishaan, Rhys, Rabia, Aanchal, Malli, Michele, Ankita,
Avani, Sasha, Sylvan, Pooja, Juhi, Sanam, Intisar, Irene, Vartika,
Mi-sol, Lashyna, Deepeka, Jabez, Jamayang, Rohit, Zeeshan,
John, Joel, Raie, Naina, Alok, Rushad, Shafquat, Vipin, Ekta, Sukanaya, Dale, Amal, Nimesh, Maybar, Prioska, Deep, Sea, Sangeetha, Amrutha, Ji-seu, Chak, and the list never ends…..(note
the list is not in order of preference) thank you kodi for giving
me all of these and thank you all for making my life what it is
now.
The show never ends
Aatala beesta

Raj Ghelani
Indian
Years at KIS: 2

Ridhi Ghelani
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: darling_ridhi@hotmail.com
Our plans after grad!
25th May- go to Goa!!! (with Sneha’s younger sister)
16th July- we come to know we have failed
21st July- we come back to kodai to study IB
30th July- we run away and get kicked outta home as
well…
14th December- we decide to stay together on a Pahaad
(as Raj said)
15th December- we celebrate Niki’s 18th bday alongwith
Raj and Ridhi (we can legally go to Ra and Raj can have
woteva he wants..how much eva he wants)
1st Jan 2009- we wish each other happy new year and eat
popcorn?!?!?!?!
3rd Jan 2019- we will be on the roads of the Pahaad!! With
our families..after goin to Punjab for Sneha’s wedding
where Raj will do his dance..
LITERALLY ridhi wil read my mind..raj wil poke fun at me
coz thers war as to who is DUMBNESS PERSONIFIED..
shyam wil b 4eva bored..niki hopefully breathin wil b my
genii..n “Look Ekta eventually the ____ Bio and Math
classes were _____ fun” and Suku’s 11 baj gaye are spazz
times il neva forget..pooja my roomie(wil mis her3lovers)..
aanchal wil b my Grinnellian life time neighbour..Malli
“Long Distance Relationships wil neva work..haha” n Harshan Prasad and Vaibhav drawings in Econ clas..michelles
mufflers..sanams pasta..juhi’s mornin breakfast huggies..
william’s hindi..karan’s jokes..neha my best junior bacha..
pooja zainab rudi tanvi and “Hip friend” my fav seniors..
WILL MIS U ALL n RabiaRhys(Wednesday n Friday11pm!!)
SashaVivekAvanimasiAnkita..!!

KIS has been a very beautiful journey of my life, which
has gifted me with indefinite people and memories that
I will never be able to forget in life. Sneha, my Identical
Mind Reader and roomie who knew me better than I did,
the unforgettable sneak night, where we sat by the pool
at 4 am arguing whether to have milk bikis. Nikita, the
girl I looked up to every time I felt like giving up. Shyam,
who always had a way of his to care and get me to laugh
by making fun of me, Raj, my twin the reason I was able
to survive the two years at KIS, he was there by my side
no matter how angry he was at me for having forgotten
something.
Pooja, my second roomie, and my dancing partner who
heard my endless stories even though she was falling
asleep. Ekta, her never ending F*** and ‘Look’ in every
statement she spoke. Suku’s new phobia of keeping her
hair in place while sleeping and spazin out at canteens
;-). Aanchal my escort for formals and my best bio
mate, Malli, my Aloo tikki eating partner, Michelle juss
a spazz…awsum fun to be wid, Neha my best junior
darling. William’s attempted Hindi. Rudi and Yogee my
best seniors ever.
Thank you all you guys for everything that you’ll have
given me in these two years. The love, the affection, the
care that you people have given me. Lastly, all you guys
rock on in life, and live every moment to its fullest.
Love you people.

Sneha Saigal
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email- snehasaigal@hotmail.com

Nikita Nitin Hemani
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
I had an amazing two years at KIS and it was a lotta
fun. cant forget all the stupid thngs i did here with
friends. getting beaten up by pooja k and always
spazin wid me and all the fun with yogee and rudi
and the YMCA. having water fights with niki and
yogee. niki and zainab always dirtying all my white
clothing. having all those fights with niki over cake
and choclate and milkshakes while sneha and ridhi
watch and enjoy the show. and niki making all the
weird noises probably african language...haha..
irritating sanam ridhi and sneha(chickoo) to the
core. sneha calling me bachha and all the weird
spazz faces she makes. ridhi wid all those moves in
the middle of the road. sukku a BIG POPAT and ekta
even a bigger one, managing always to make popat
of herself. all the times around the lake cycling and
fun boat rides. pooja s. a complete spaz. raj with
all the dumb jokes and nice room mate. rahul chak
doing all his things in the room being entertaining.
rhys ma moot and spaz buddy..setting ma shoes on
fire n taking a video of it!!..karan misra and william
two random people and william enjoying me ;)..
haha..torturing joel raj and william. and ya all the
people i didnt mention and the things i didnt say..
jus coz of d word limit n cant rilli thnk much at d
moment..but i had a great time wid all u guys..will
always remember it all..

Some of the spazzz moments that I wont
forget....
When Sneha thought the librarian was
giving her a hand, but he was actually
telling us to get out!
When Ridhi asked a several questions for a
joke and it was not funny anymore
When Raj made up a hilarious dance to
make us laugh while playing statue
When Sukanya (Superstar) moved the
whole bed while going under the blanket...
and her ‘popats’ of course!!
When Shyam tried to be ll smart, and
climbed a tree... and fell!!
When Ekta chucked a dirty pot under the
bed in the social room...
When Sanam fell in the library while lafing...
Cloud street ;-)
Watching movie outside Wissy...
and lots and lots more..
Will miss u guys...luv ya!!!

Shyam Mahesh Kabutarwala
Indian
Years at KIS: 2

I’d like to thank my parents for my two
years here. I want to also thank a few
people, who know who they are, or at least
ought to, as they are the reason that my
stay here has been fun. I have been waiting
endlessly to move on to bigger and better
things but now that it’s over, leave with a
pang of regret. I bid you all a fond farewell
and hope that we meet again, knowing that
our paths will cross in the future.

Alok Elias
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: eliasalok@gmail.com

I would like to first of thank my parents.
Without them, none of this would have been
possible. And second of all I would like to
thank my genuine friends, both old and new.
Last, but certainly not least, I would like to
thank my awesome dorm parents for always
being there for me.

Hugo Gross
USA
Years at KIS: 1

Aanchal Gulati
Indian
Years at KIS: 2

It’s just text book stuff. It’s in the ABC of growing up
These years have given me the best experiences EVER!
Mom, Dad, Amisha, Akshay: Thank you for everything! I
love you!
Mrs Tandon: My mamma in Kodai! I’m going to miss you
very much!!
Michelle: Keep your pants on please!;) Pavani: Ketchup,
egg and banana sandwich Pink rocks Malli: BestEST roomie
in the world! Shopping…Alfredo’s…Lemon tarts…Kaka and
Ronaldo! ...basketball…staying up late discussing ways to
waste time…sleep talking in Bengali…super quick showers…movies…WHAT AM I GONNA DO WITHOUT YOU?!
Ankita: Perverted life-saver! Creator of Kodai round! Short
people RULE!! Sneha: From Le Papeyon to KIS to Grinnell
– NEIGHBOURS FOREVER!!! Will: Spaz shoelace tier who
somehow manages to be A GENIUS! Min Jin: Sasha: Wasting time in the sun while we should be working. Pooja and
Karan: Too hard to separate ;) Bombay versus Delhi battle
continues…… Hye Jin: Weekend breakfast…hair colouring…Hershey’s kisses! Dhruv: Photography sessions…field
trip…hindi class…RA… Rhys: Rhys POLICE!! TRYING to
freak me out excessively…PMSing…Nobody to attempt
to throw me around in college! Sukanya: “you know
what” talks shall continue even after school… Ekta: BOMBAY!!!!!!!!!!!!! Rabia: Height competitor!
Raj: Amazing comebacks…random messages…pooh
lover…one word-RAJ! Ridhi: Bio class saviour…dorm moments…formal date! Mira: Hi gang! We shall reunite soon…
Naina: THE WISSY JUNIOR! Zoi: Before dorm treat moments…I totally support your need to leave school once I
am gone…love you! Shyam: Shyamoot! Nikita, Jamyang,
Jabez, Matyas, Sylvan, Vivek, Sangeetha: Love you all! I’m
going to miss you very much!

There, there baby
It’s just text book stuff
It’s in the ABC of growing up
As I look back at the past two years, I see a blur – of one hectic day
rolling into another, of running around the lake or cooking in dorm. Of
exhilaration, confusion (where are my locker keys?!!), laughter, planning
(PPOA), distress,
and love…
Ma, Baba and Madhu: I love you.
Mrs Tandon: provider of sustenance, I am forever indebted to you.
Ankita you have expanded my horizons considerably. Math class,
chinkies, chicken manchurian. Michelle, first girlfriend, sexy shades,
aliens. Grubble, Grubble grutter.
Aanchal: roommate, wife. The cornfields can’t keep us away from each
other.
Avani, Highness, day 3, put nazar lagaoing on it, bright sun. Ahora y
de siempre. Still waiting for our date. Pooja stealing boyfriends, cooking Maggi, Michelle’s Hindi. Sneha, Riddhi: my attempts to brush in
your room. Late night talks. Billo Rani. Rabia: profanities, sorry, stupid
smile, running. Sasha ‘Did you work last night? No – Did you? No’. I
won’t knock my head too many times. Rhys: chem. Lab, ‘Arriving’, UNO,
Florida-New York, Savannah.
Alok, Dhruv – significant change in my appreciation of humor
William: no eyes. No comments.
Karan: coming down to Wissy to see ‘me’, Econ class ;). MSN conversations.
Suku: bongmates, G, food.
Raj, Shyam, Jabez, Jamyang, Niki, Ekta– you made school even better.
All my Wissy girls – Min Jin, Hye Jin, Sangeetha, Sumi, Zoi, Naina – I
will miss home. Mira true happiness :) the gang does not desert you
ever.
After complaining about how you can’t get ever get away from it all in
Kodai, I am glad now that it is so – otherwise, all of you would not be
family.
Just run with me through rows of speeding cars

Mallimallika Gupta
Indian
Years at KIS: 2

Mom, Dad, Aman~ thanks for everything. I love you. Micho~ Gilmore girls and top ramen curry bonding, 9th and
10th Gymkhana frees, volleyball stalking, facebook conversations, curvy colourful calculators, PM and RA plans.
Malli~ PPOA, highness, stars and dragonflies, potato smiley
faces, vamos a ir a España? Ankie~ Kodai round, corrupting
me, arriving, Avita, inappropriate lounge plans, Nadal (ps,
his English is better than yours =P). Paanchu~ pool partners, double bubble trouble, mumps, walking obsessions,
flirting for food, hitting on bartenders. Rabia~ coordinated
polka dot outfits, the way I are obsessions, Charlie’s angels,
faack, *working outside*, waking up early, pancakes breakfasts. Mira~ late night blue lays and dairy milk parties,
cooking and bitching, buffer system, Archies gang. Sasha~
step up videos, one tree hill and gossip girl plans, upper
boyer nights, confusion. Suku~ P.E. spazzes, running for
tea, ditz, grad egging plans. Will~ locker neighbours, econ
glares, volleyball, chocolate, math awards. Rhys~ 6 am video plans, airport snickers, straw hats and retard looks, big
girls don’t cry. Dhruv~ once a Delhiite, always a Delhiite, be
proud . Karan~ dairy milk, ensci bonds, making plans but
never meeting in Delhi. Pooja~ econ flirting, denying the
existence of iPods. Raj, Sneha, Ridhi, Ekta, Nikita, Shyam,
Mesha, Lashy, Maybar, Jabez, Jamyang, Sanam~ I’ll miss
you guys soo much!! Thank you for making these last two
years what they were.

Avani Venkateswaran
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: mysterious_gurl25@hotmail.com
Dear Papa, Mamma, Anu di…Subha…….. Avani, Malli,
Aanchal, Michelle…(The Gang!!!), Hyun Jung William
(Richard Kim’s brother), Rhys (The dustbin…), Rabia
(L.F), Sasha, Jabey (arcade master), Jamyang (The 6 ft
tall guy), Nimesh ( the decent Man ), Dhruv ( The Married Stifler)…….. Vartika (K), Deepika, Misol, Yoon (you
little ‘evil’)….(The Kennedy seniors!!!), Vivek (sunshine
midget), Matyas (tumhare hamare) , Sylvan,Sneha, Raj,
Karan, MinJin, HyeJin & anyone that matters…
When the broken hearts are mended and the many
tears are dried,
When you’re over your old friends and you realize that
you can live without your first love, you learn…
You see that the world doesn’t end just because you
think it will,
That sometimes growing up means letting go!!!
You learn what real love is and you begin to see that
one friend who really cares about you is better than a
hundred, who don’t.
Take each day step by step and survive every moment!!!
So feel the pain and cry the tears,
Go out and experience life…
But when you’re at the end of your rope, and you’re
ready to jump off the edge,
Remember the heart aches fade,
Pain subsides…
And though life seems at time too tough to handle,
never give up and remember…
“A new wind is going to find your sail
And that’s where your journey starts”
“There is a tide in the affairs of men which when taken
at the flood, leads on to fortunes…”

~There there baby, it’s just textbook stuff
It’s in the ABC of growing up~

Ankita Kumari
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: ankita_patrick@hotmail.com

Pooja Seth
Indian
Years at KIS: 2

I had never thought I would enjoy so much
throughout these two years in KIS. They have been
made special with millions of memories that I will
cherish forever. I will never forget the times I have
spent with Sanam watching random bollywood
movies and laughing out loud on stupid dialogues
(and not to forget admiring Shahrukh Khan!!!). She
has been the closest friend of mine in Kodai who
has always been by my side, no matter what. Karan
completely changed my life and made it more special
than I ever thought. Ekta and Sukanya, two most
spaztciated people ever, whose talks just never
ended!!! My two roomies, Sneha and Ridhi who have
gone through all my sleep talks at night and my
mood swings every time I fought with Karan. My
dorm mates including Malli, Aanchal and Michelle
who have always laughed at my Bumbaiya Hindi and
my horrible English. I can never forget the dances all
of us performed together. Sasha, who had been so
reluctant to dance but finally was present in everyone
of them (right in the center). Rabia who was excited
to be in charge of the music. Rhys and Dhruv who
made me realize the relation between c*** and s***
;-). Avani and Ankita who always spazed out in Econ
class and irritated me to no extent. William’s Hindi is
just unforgettable (Main tumse pyaar karta hun!!!).
Last but not the least, Raj my head is NOT egg
shaped.

To mumma and papa, thank you for your support and
love. I love you both very much!! 			
Two years was all it took ~~
Venko, we can go to the tropics, sip piña coladas, and
find you cream and hair gel! Aancha, we totally have
to sell that video; we’ll make millions and then we can
buy loads of things in pink! MallE, I’ll direct the aliens
to the fall fall waterfall, where you can meet them and
learn their technological secrets … they might teach
you that having copies of the protected files in publicly
accessible areas is not wise ;). Patrick, my first love, the
things I learnt and those wild nights in student lounge…
cheers to that. I love the stars and dragonflies!
Rhys, Alok and Dhruv… physics will never be the same
P Suka ! I’m sure our math phys chem HL brains shall
solve critical problems that will face the universe and if
we continue to take so many trips to the B …well then
the universe is in for it. Pooja , meri hindi ditzi nahi hai
! Ridhi, Ekta, Sneha, Hye-Jin , Niki, Misra, Raj, Shyam,
Jabez(my angel) , Jamyang, Sasha and Rabia you guys
are the bomb and you make Kodai seem less boring.
Mira, что ты делаешь субботу вечером? Naina , j’adore
1/7 et je t’aime !
All my wissy girls, im gonna miss all of you …Mrs
Tandon, thank you for everything!
-_- 0_0 ~ I think I like you too…
There there baby, its just textbook stuff
		
It’s in the ABC of growing up

Michelle Varghese
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: mickey.sv@gmail.com

Prioska Uke
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: prioska_uke@hotmail.com

Here is a toast to the last two years of my life that wouldn’t
have been possible without the following:
Papa and Mummy, I have finally done it!!! I am sure you
can’t believe that your daughter has finally graduated from
high school… but hey its true!!!
Shay, you’re the best thing that could have ever happened
to me (even though I am the younger one); I hate to even
think about how life would have been without you. LOWE
YOU GWM!!! Raspreet Mustu and Baby bee: Though you
were not a part of my journey at KIS, I have never missed
any other friend of mine as much as I have missed the
three of you in the last 2 years. I consider me lucky to have
you as my friends. xoxoxx
Kapoor: Life at KIS without you would suck big time!! In
spite of all your tantrums and retarded ghastly screams, I
love you!! Trisha: You will always remain the superb!^(#
of my life. However, had it not been for you, I would
have missed some of the most beautiful moments of my
life (rber spring break).Alys: You are the best roomie
ever…Even sexier than hottie or dreamy or steamy, etc=P!
Thanks for always being there no matter what. Sodo: You
have always been one of my special friends…iluvu4ever.
Pooja: Will miss you whenever I watch SRK on TV. Azra,
you’ve been the best sister ever… I will see you in bbay
soon! Nimesh: YOU STILL OWE ME A RED BULL!!! (winks)…
Wissy Family: I love you from the depth of my heart. Miss
me when I am gone!!!
And finally, CHEERS TO THE CLASS OF 08!!! Gonna miss
all the fun times we have spent together: camp:sneak:last
minute oral prep:field trip:IB tension:cold showers…
*There are tons of journeys to look forward to in life, but
none will be as memorable as this one*...xoxoxx

Have you ever felt like that 1 day
You’ll leave all the people you love
You stand there not knowing what to say
All your friends are going away
Have you ever felt that way
You are crying, you feel like dying
on that awe full day
Have you ever felt what I feel
Have you ever wished time would freeze
and sadness would disappear
That we stay together
That our dreams become real
You sit there crying, you feel like dying
on that jinxed day
The end is there no doubt
and all there is to say:
“Love you guys
and I wish we’ll stay good friends
till the end of our days”
Lastly I would like to thanx my mum and dad for
giving me the opportunity of these two years in
kodai . Thanx so much. I love you both to death.
My sister Preeya – thanx for being there through Naina Kapoor
rough times and my sweet cute lil bro you know Indian
Years at KIS: 2
– I love you alwaz.

Email: naina_crazy4u@hotmail.com

My fare-well
I have a lot of things to say…
A lot of tributes to pay.
In the few years I spent here, there were many,
near and dear.
A lot who I learnt from, and many who I will
remember
Forever….
And here I stand, on the thresh-hold of the
world today,
I stand tall and bold.
For here, my heart was tempered
Like fire, to gold.
But, today’s beautiful day made me cry
Till finally my eyes ran dry
For here I am, saying “Good-bye!”
~Trisha.

Trisha Satra
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: tms.0805@gmail.com

All the people I want to thank~ you guys should
know who you are…
Keep picking the fruit!!! And keep in touch!!!

There are no shortcuts to any place
worth going. - Beverly Sills
What’s up? Before I disembark on my
next journey, I want to say thank you
to all you people who have helped me
through this journey at KIS. If you
helped me through this journey, you
have also helped me get ready for my
next journey or have helped me to
achieve it. You have also helped me to
learn about life. I couldn’t have achieved
it without you or you or you or you!! You
know who all of you are. KIS, of course, I
couldn’t have achieved what I have without you. You are my alma mater!! Thank
You for everything. From the weekly
routine to the dining hall food. From the
PE lessons to the Canteens. ROCK ON!!
A very, very special thanks goes to God
and my family. See you.

Nitya Chibber
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
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Thinley Dorji
Bhutanese
Years at KIS: 7
Email: thinley705@hotmail.com

Tashi Delek !! First of all, I would like to
thank my Pala and Amala for getting me

Important message to my Mom and Dad: I love you and thanks for everything you have
done and without your help I would not have reached this far. Also thanks to my Acho’s
and Ashim for being there for me and caring for me. I really enjoyed and had a lot of fun
during my time at KIS and I will never forget those memories and this is all because of my
JFD members, Jaya Mix, and the juniors (you all know who you are). I will miss you guys.
I want to thank all the teachers who encouraged me to work to the best of my ability. Last
not the least I really want to thank someone who helped me a lot and I will miss her (you
all know it hahaha). Class of 2008: will miss you people and best of luck for your future.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas: Thanks for giving us a lift whenever we needed it and for the best
dorm treat we get. I will really miss you guys and hope to see you again.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam: Being my dorm parent for 3 years, I really had fun and I will really miss
you people a lot. Thank you.
Lopen and Gala Sither: Khadencha la and Mama-hahahaha- I will never forget you for
what you have done for me and especially changkha.

into this school. Without them I wouldn’t
have had the chance to experience all
the wonderful moments I have had in
this school. I would also like to thank my
Bro Namgyal for really helping me and
motivating me. I would also like to thank
all my friends and teachers for making
my stay a really pleasant and memorable
one esp. Mr and Mrs Thomas and the Jaya
Mix crew, will miss you all. In this school
I got to know many interesting people
and will miss them all (JFD). I also wish
my sis, Sangmo, good luck in her studies.
FREE TIBET !!

Tenzing Lama
Tibetan
Years at KIS: 2
Email: synx_10kl@hotmail.com

No Comments

Namcha Penjor
Bhutanese
Years at KIS: 3.5

Love to ma mom and ma family.
Thanks for always being there for me.
Aight! Dang-Ki-DanG. AA and JFD love
to all ma homies.
To Da Khasi People: Sa kindoug ha
shillong hau...hahahaha...pardon ma
khasi
To JFD & AA: Yo yo, hero lai ke
bhoyo...knife le knife...churi le churi
la...hahaha. Enjoy Dem CollEge LiFE
homies.
All da best in life homies and take
care----Cuz-----Dem Keti HarU wanna
GivE it up---hoina....hhahahaa....
Aight den---->Peace<----Vivek Nongrum
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: spikey_punkdude293@hotmail.com

Dawa Bokhang
Tibetan
Years at KIS: 1
E-mail: shadenet2008@hotmail.com

Pala and Amala: You both have shown me patience
and hope even through the troubles I have caused
you. I work and strive hard to become the person
you want me to be and will always love and
care for both of you. Mr. and Mrs. Sither: Your
grace and kindness has given two boys hope to
fulfill their parent’s dreams. You both have been
like second parents and I could never repay the
kindness you have shown to us. You will always
remain in my memories and prayers, Tashi Delek.
All my Somola’s Chocho la’s, and little sisters:
When all hope had failed you kept pushing me
to believe that I still had a chance to do things
other people would say was impossible. Your
guidance and love has pushed me become the
person I am today. I love you all. JFD including
3 Jurmeys, Karma and Varun: My brothers of the
sword let no man forget how menacing we are…
WE are LIONS!!!!! Well this is it, all of us going
on our separate paths (which all lead to Mount
Allison haha) and all of us carrying the unforgetful
memories during our time here… It’s not the
end and it never will be my brothers. Woodstock
Brothers: Remembrance and Represent my
brothers! Our friendship didn’t end when we all
left Woodstock and it won’t when we graduate
either. I miss all you guys but our journeys
together are far from over!

I only ask to be free.
The butterflies are free.

The pain of parting is nothing to the
joy of meeting again.

Matyas Temesgen
Italian/Ethopian
Years at KIS: 2

Nima Bokhang
Tibetan
Years at KIS: 1

Been here for only a year, but never regret
coming here…To my parents pala and amla
thank you for all your support and helping
me become who I am right now. To my JFD
brothers, you made this place a lot more
bearable. To my woodstock bros I miss you all
and wish we all could have graduated together…
Lama: DANK KI DANG!!!, Cheme: Ganster thug,
Matyas: my nigga!!!, Thinley: Eat this!!! Namcha:
Sarcasm King, Ajeya: G UNIT!!, Jabez: The sane
one, Jamyang: iron forehead, Jerin: Shahrukh
Khan, Vivek: Nose aka. Pro skateboarder, Pema:
Woodstock bro, nimesh: sexy lady,and to all my
other bros ill miss you all you know who you
are… Now to all my junior bros; Jurmey Singay:
Good times bro…keep the tradition alive over
here… Jurmey Tobgay: my bro good times huh??
Been a long way... hang in there just a year for
you guys…, Vivan: Mr. White..just kiddin man
good times see you at Canada, Karma: improve
your GPA hahahah…So many memories in such
little time…for the most of it…it was fun, oh
yeah NAKED HILL miss you a lot hahaha will
be back though…last but not least Mr and Mrs.
Sither thank you for all your help and keeping
me out of trouble thank you

Amala- life would have never been the
same without you…..i can never repay you for
what you have done for me !! thank you …love you
!!!!!! Paldon (baby) – my lil’ sister….will see you
on espn soon !!! and good luck with your studies
!!! make Amala proud !!!Uncle Jackla- nothing
would have been possible without you !!!! thank
you !!!! Lakshay- yo my brother from another
mother…..keep ballin’ !!!!! still gotta improve on
your dribbling !!! Choesang will see you soon !!!!
Aunty lahmo- thank you !!!! Aunty Nyimala/Uncle
Phuntsokla – thank you for all the airforce ones
!!!! haha !!!! Tsultum/Phuntsok- just enjoy life
!!! Prasan/Arish- my roomies ….sad we couldn’t
graduate together !!!! but will see you both soon
!!!! Mix- yo my ball partner ….gotta play together
once b4 leavin’ for our colleges !!!! JFD – we ride
together …..we die together !!!! bad boyz for life
!!!!!
When I saw you for the first time….i was
afraid to talk to you…when I talked to you ….i was
afraid to hold you…when I held you….i was afraid
to fall in love with you ……when I fell in love with
you….i was afraid that you will leave me some
day….now that you are leaving …..i am afraid to
lose you !!!! so many things Tenzin (E.T.) but words
just aren’t enough !!!! Love you …. ^^

Tenzing Cheme Drongshar
Tibetan
Years at KIS: 2

No Comments

Hea Leen Cho
Korean
Years at KIS: 4
I thank God who led me to this place and let me spend my
most unforgettable moments. Thanks to my roommate for
sharing 4 years of high school life with me. Thanks to all
my friends for always being there for me. 5 years sounds
long, but it went by really fast. I can never forget this place,
people and all the memories we’ve shared. Class of 2008,
we’ve made it!
아빠, 엄마, 감사합니다, 사랑합니다.
니마라마, 고맙고 미안하고 사랑해.
주님 지금까지 지켜주신 것 감사합니다. 이 모든 것 주님께 영광 돌립
니다.
When I am down and, oh my soul, so weary
When troubles come and my heart burdened be
Then, I am still and wait here in the silence
Until you come and sit awhile with me
You raise me up, so I can stand on mountains
You raise me up, to walk on stormy seas
I am strong, when I am on your shoulders
You raise me up, to more than I can be
There is no life - no life without its hunger
Each restless heart beats so imperfectly
But when you come and I am filled with wonder,
Sometimes, I think I glimpse eternity
You raise me up, so I can stand on mountains
You raise me up, to walk on stormy seas
I am strong, when I am on your shoulders
You raise me up, to more than I can be

Ga-Ae Lim
Korean
Years at KIS: 8

“If the moon had to runaway
And all the stars didn’t wanna play
Don’t waste the sun on a rainy day
The wind will soon blow it all away
So many times I planned
To be much more than who I am
And if I let you down
I will follow you ‘round till you understand
When the days all feel the same
Don’t feel the cold or wind or rain
Everything will be ok
We will meet again one day
Although I leave you here this night
Where I go how far I don’t know
But I will always be your light”

Rhys Fernandez
Indian
Years at KIS: 4
Email: dragonslayer185@hotmail.com

To people that changed my life in someway or another
You know who you are..
For the poisonous experiences I’ve had
For the times you came to priv
For the cold showers at sneak
For the rejected advice
For the times we jammed in band room
For every Frubic joke that ever existed
For every rock paper scissor game every played
For the people that stayed up late studying
For teaching me how to do it with my left hand
For making physics class the place to be
For ditching me before I went to Bethania
For the people that kept Sparta going
For all the homework ever done
For dangerous Dina
For the amps that blew up
For Discovery Channel
The memories never cease.
Lastly my family that never bailed on me
The teachers that saw a future for me.
And Dina with his seductive voice.

To all of my family, especially Mama, Abba, and Nadi…
thank you soooo much…for everything…for always being there for me, and letting me know you’ll always be
there…I love you…
If I could I would list every single one of you, who has
made Kodai all the more special for me, and who have
given me the millions of memories that I will never
forget
So I just wanted to say thank you to all of those who
I love, who mean the world to me, who stood by me
when I needed them, who spazzed out with me, who
calmed me down when I was having my spazz attacks,
who stayed up with me while I cried my eyes out, who
were always there for me, who let me be the music
person for all their dances, who made fun of the way I
talk ( “paratha”), who stayed up with me till damn late,
and rolled down the stairs with me, who would talk to
me at three in the morning and eat jam sandwiches,
who jumped on me when a rat was in our room =), who
would have drama queen moments with me, who would
come to cloud street with me, who were the best roommates I could ever ask for, who I would coordinate outfits with, who I would always turn to, who would talk to
me on the phone for hours, who would always help me
out no matter what, who Kodi wouldn’t have been the
same without....

Rabia Fareed
Indian
Years at KIS: 3

zzz...
Ha Uk Chung
Korean
Years at KIS: 2
Hey ~!! my friends, Penryn Knights, especially my soccer buddies,
it’s not the right time to say “Good Bye ~!”. It’s the time to say
“Finally Free ~!”
“Who controls the past controls the future. Who controls the present controls the past”
- George Orwell (1903 – 50) 엄마 아빠 !!!!!
저 벌써 졸업해요 !~~
엄마 아빠 품을 떠난지도 얼마 되지도않은것같은데..
벌써 졸업하고 대학을 가네요.. (시간참 빠르다~)
그동안 저 하나만 믿고, 사랑해주신거
진심으로 감사드립니다 ..
여기까지 이렇게 올수있었던것은 다 두분 덕에에요.. ^0^
제가 어딜 가든지, 뭘 하든지 항상 저만 믿고 살아오신 두분
두분의 감동에 너무 벅차 저, 소중한 아들
그 사랑 가슴에 품고 나아갑니다 ~
지켜봐 주시와요 ~ ㅋㅋㅋ
사랑합니다 ~
			
바람둥이 Andrew
자뻑소년SJ
눈이 하늘을찌르는Ha Uk
좀 짱인듯한Yasu
Mesha .. Nithin
My only Captain Norbu
My gay partner Nimesh
Farting machine Shafquat
I***POS*** Vivek
Tang the Jerin
XXL Jabez
Day without you guys is like a day without sunshine… Will miss
you ~!!

Eu Yong (Joseph) Kim
Korean
Years at KIS: 2.5

Just before I left for India, a good friend and mentor
of mine gave me one piece of advice: “Whenever you
find yourself regretting your decision, remind yourself
of why you went in the first place.” He couldn’t have
been more right. This advice has helped me from the
second I left home, and through every struggle I’ve
faced since: every fight, every bout of homesickness,
and regular sickness, every pass, every fail, every
missed deadline, and missed night of sleep. Every
time I thought to myself “Great job, John; look what
you’ve got yourself into this time. All this because you
decided to drop everything and move half-way around
the world!” I reminded myself of why I had come here
in the first place:
Because I had always wanted to.
Yes, I could have waited a little longer, maybe until I
was a little older, or a little wiser. Sure, I picked the
most inconvenient time in a one’s life to do something
like this. Absolutely, it was a rash, odd decision. It
was, however, my decision. I may not have ended up a
happier person in Kodai than I would have been back
in Canada; but I will most certainly end up being more
satisfied in knowing that whatever has happened to
me here (and very much- both bad and good- has) has
happened because I have taken control of my life, and
chosen to chart my own course.

John Ringer
Canadian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: john.ringer@gmail.com

Do what will make you happy
Do what you feel is right
Only but one thing matters
Learn how to live your life
- College Kids, Relient K
Two years, such a short time yet so much has happened. I
realize I’ve found myself and learned more than I could’ve
ever imagined.
Memories: practice rooms, after study hall(*cough*),
midnight chats, breakfast laughs, sunbathing on flag green,
movie nights, roomie bonding, rain dancing, spazzzz! So thank
you for making my world a little bit brighter: My roommates
past and present, my new found family(^_~), my friends -new
and old,classmates, dorm-mates, and my teachers.
Sangeetha(My first roomie, where would I be without
you?), Naseef( The little brother I’ll never forget. Thanks),
Hannah(-licious,) Leif( Mr. Fix-it, don’t worry! You’re cute
too!), Jess( Many secrets still go ‘round!), Raie (You’re too
special for words), Lili (Crazy *hottie* roommate that I love!)
Aaron(“The Hotter Guy”), Sid, Kevin, Vidhya, Ketsa, Pooja V.
and, Arudra( My little sisters!), Joel N.( One of my first friends
here, you’ve helped me more than you know), Nabeel (Silly
Munchkin-Brother), John( Random Conversations Are Special
Too), Luke, Talia, Fiona,( New friends are golden) Faseeha
(Physics Buddy), Sumi, Karen, Saatvika(Chatting Buddy!),
Pallavi(*Sings*), Trisha and all the other amazing people who
made life here a bit more interesting.
I love you! I’ll miss everyone so much. I’ll never forget all the
lessons we’ve learned. There is so much more I want to say,
but--- I don’t have the words or space!

Sarah Sheker
U.S.A.
Years at KIS: 2

Stream of Consciousness:
“i like nonsense; it wakes up the brain cells. fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living; it is
a way of looking at life through the wrong end of a telescope. which is what i do, and that
enables you to laugh at life’s realities.” --- theodor geisel who was the late great dr. seuss was
a childhood hero of mine along with roald dahl the most diverse author ever have you ever
read his adult short stories? the twists in them remind me of the crazy book fight club written
by chuck palahniuk who said “our real discoveries come from chaos, from going to the place
that looks wrong and stupid and foolish.” which i think is really true and important to keep in
mind and reminds me of great times i have had this year in india with friends who “…give you
total freedom to be yourself”--- jim morrison of the doors which is a great band from the ‘60s
that i realized just last year that both me and my dad like and it’s funny to hear him sing along
to songs he used to listen to when he was my age speaking of age i regard this time in my
life as a time “to achieve the impossible; it is precisely the unthinkable that must be thought”
(quote courtesy of tom robbins author of another book i read this year called another roadside
attraction – you should read it too!) why not wonder? why not revel in the imagination of the
fascination of the realizations and transformations of permutations of dreams that make us who
we are when we are 18? or 20 or 32 or 59 or ageless? when i do this i tend to laugh which is
important because according to an old yiddish proverb “what soap is to the body laughter is to
the soul” and when i laugh i know i am happy “i urge you to please notice when you are happy,
and exclaim or murmur or think at some point, ‘if this isn’t nice, i don’t know what is.’” --- kurt
vonnegut, jr. what a great writer and one of the geniuses of my lifetime who showed me that
sarcasm can be good and cynicism is necessary in this world of ours but that there is beauty in
even the worst scenarios and hope in the unseen i read his book a man without a country on
the way over to india and one of my favorite quotes from it is “peculiar travel suggestions are
dancing lessons from god” and although i do not happen to believe in god at this juncture in my
lifetime it rings true to me and everything i do/everywhere i go which makes me excited about
more adventures to come in years to come and where exactly i will be in 2/5/10/47.5 years here
there up down all around oh the place’s i’ll go which rings a bell about another one of my favorite
stories by good ol’ geisel who said “i like nonsense; it wakes up the brain cells. fantasy is a
necessary ingredient in living; it is a way of looking at life through the wrong end of a telescope.
which is what i do, and that enables you to laugh at life’s realities.”
“To days of inspiration, playing hooky, making something out of nothin’, the need to express to
communicate. To going against the grain, going insane, going MAD!”
--- RENT

Luke StormoGipson
U.S.A.
Years at KIS: 1

“Rise up this mornin’, smiled with the risin’ sun. Three little birds pitch by my doorstep singin’
sweet songs of melodies pure and true, sayin’, ‘This is my message to you:
Don’t worry ‘bout a thing,
‘Cause every little thing gonna be all right.
Don’t worry ‘bout a thing,
‘Cause every little thing gonna be all right!’”
--- Bob Marley
“Hey reckless mind, don’t throw away your playful beginnings. You and I will fumble around in
the touches and be sure to leave all the lights on so we can see the black cat changing colors.
And we can walk under ladders. And we can swim as the tide turns you around and around.”
--- Dave Matthews Band
“My mind is a wandering cataclysm!” --- Luke StormoGipson

“Slow down, you move too fast.
You got to make the morning last,
Just kicking down the cobblestones,
Looking for fun and feeling groovy.”
-Simon & Garfunkel
“You belong among the wildflowers.
You belong in a boat out at sea.
You belong with your love on your arm.
You belong somewhere you feel free.”
-Tom Petty
“You don’t grow up until you stop worrying
about other people’s purposes or lack of
them and find the purposes you believe in
for yourself.” –Orson Scott Card
“So it goes.” –Kurt Vonnegut Jr.
Hannah Reid
U.S.A.
Years at KIS: 1
Email: hanliz@yahoo.com

No Comments

Mohammud Faisal Kagri
Bangladeshi
Years at KIS: 2

Words and thoughts...
The connection between the two...
Without words, thoughts cannot be
conveyed...
Without thoughts, there are no
words...
They are both as vital as each other...
They can never be divided...
Like the wings of angels...
- Nathan Patrick Hash

Nathan Patrick Hash
U.S.A
Years at KIS: 5

“We believe the quality of our surroundings can lift the quality of
our life.”
-Norman Foster
Architect

Joel Fernandez
Indian
Years at KIS: 4
Email: joel.milehigh@gmail.com

It has been 4 years since I first
came into this school and it seems
that time has just gone by. I
would like to thank my parents
for putting up with me throughout
these years.
I would also like to thank Mr.
Thomas Monaghan and the Mater
Christi Foundation for providing
an opportunity to become a better
citizen of society.

“Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish.”

Zeeshan Firasta
Indian
Years at KIS: 5
Email: z-firasta@northwestern.edu

Thank you ‘Ama’ and ‘Apa’ for sending me to a school
where I had the greatest time of my life with my friends,
teachers and a special person whom I will never forget
(Double J forever). Keep laughing, “Maumahh, Poochee
(angae), Bull Dog and Babez,” thanks for everything.
Thanks Thinley for being my roommate over the last 5
years and thanks to all the members of the J.F.D and others, you know how you are, for making my life at kodai
worth while.
Time of Your Life by Green Day
Another turning point;
a fork stuck in the road.
Time grabs you by the wrist;
directs you where to go.
So make the best of this test
and don’t ask why.
It’s not a question
but a lesson learned in time.

Jamyang Phuntsho
Bhutanese
Years at KIS: 6
Email: jamrinson_506@hotmail.com

It’s something unpredictable
but in the end it’s right.
I hope you had the time of your life.

Tashi Delek!!

My high school diploma means a future without any
boundaries, standing at the crossroads of life I am
compelled to reflect upon our memorable experiences
at KIS. Times of joy, sorrow, achievement and pain
would have been nothing if it were not for Friends.
Thanks to Maybar (Poochee), Sasha (Bulldog),
Jamyang, J.F.D., Muffins, Amrutha (Achu), Rabia
(chintoo), Vartika (Bhai), Amal, Nimesh, Ankita, Joseph
(shrek) Switchboard: Nish, Emmanuel, Rushad, Rhys
(chadi), Underclassmen: Pema C, Ju-won, Ye-ji, Sid;
and all those whom I have not named for adding fun to
my life here at KIS and for just being there whenever I
need you peeps around. Keeping laughin’ people never
be depressed, take things lightly (LiTe LeNeKA!!!) and
to conclude - your presence was a blessing.
“Laughter is a remedy for sorrow and for care, because
it brings joy to troubled and damaged hearts.”
Dear Dad and Mom, thank you for your support,
guidance, love and prayers. You will always be a major
part of every new beginning in my life. Joanna thanks
for advising me every step of the way and loving me
like a little brother even though I am bigger than you …
lol. Your casual and mature attitude towards things is
an inspiration. Thank you, for just being a big Sister.

Jabez Perez Udaykumar
Indian
Years at KIS: 5
Email: jabezperez@hotmail.com

There was this fear that life will never be the same after I
left Kodai but now I know that there is a whole other world
I have to experience and is waiting for me. To my teachers
I thank u for pushing me to my limit and I would not have
been able to do anything without your support; to my
family;
Apa, Ama- being the reason I smiled. Thank you for the
support and the everything you gave me. Ashim, Payday
and SP- my entertainment. I love you guys and will always
be there for you. Thank you for your support. And the
rest of my family,thank you for being there for me. MY
INSPIRATIONS.
To the people who mattered (u know who u are) I wanna
say that you guys meant everything to me and I will carry
that throughout my life.. Thank u all and I will miss u
people a lot.

Maybar Seldon Tsering
Bhutanese
Years at KIS: 2.5
Email: lynx7_maybar@hotmail.com

P.S(my baby)- U KNOW I LOVE U… n ILL MISS U THE MOST
(if you think this is the end im sorry coz I cant let you go,
you mean too much to me and letting go is not an option….
I love you)
Young bhutanese- All the best…
The Bhutanese that are graduating with me- COLLEGE!!!
Have fun and keep in touch. The future is unknown, work
towards it and success will come.
High school is all about experience; look back with
happiness and no regrets, after all the end of high school is
a stepping-stone to the real world.
If u think this is the ending u are wrong coz this is just the
start to an amazing future.
TASHI DELEK…

To see a World in a grain of sand
And Heaven in a wild flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour
- William Blake
Nearing the end of this journey, as I reminisce, I see that the
last 9 years have been nothing short of amazing.
To my family: Thank you for letting me soar, for allowing me to
learn from my mistakes, and most of all for just being there.
To everyone that ever meant something: Thank you for making
a difference.
To the people that mean everything: I love you and this
definitely isn’t good bye.
I hope you never fear those mountains in the distance
Never settle for the path of least resistance
Living might mean taking chances
But they’re worth taking
Lovin’ might be a mistake
But it’s worth making
I hope you still feel small
When you stand by the ocean
Whenever one door closes, I hope one more opens
Promise me you’ll give faith a fighting chance
And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance
Dance
I hope you dance
-Lee Ann Womack
This isn’t the end, It’s just the beginning

Sasha Somasekar
Indian
Years at KIS: 9
Email: sashasomasekar@gmail.com

Amal Eugene
Indian
Years at KIS: 14
Email: amaleugene89@gmail.com

Under the “Tree of Life”, in the dark, waiting for the red strip
to appear, I sit.
A “house sparrow” starts to sing.
Very gently.
Over the hill a small line appears.
Climbs higher and higher and lights up the sky above my head.
A voice is heard from far (one that I can never forget),
“The isle is full of noises”
And the sparrow sings louder and louder. I fall into the lake
and from the above,
a small hand reaches down and leads me into a long corridor.
I hear echoes
“I am feeling sleepy (man).”
I look back and count fourteen stones upon which my name is
scribbled.
A bearded man sits with his wife
on the first stone.
Wearing a thread, a certain fellow tears up paper and wire.
Another one just sits with a smile on his face.
One more of these fellows just walks around with his hands in
his pocket wanting to “just break down.”
Ra approaches.
Let the bird carry away that sinking entity and throw it on the
hill
Where I may sit on the grass, smile once again,
and look up at the sun without squinting my eyes.
					
- Amal Eugene
“The wheels just keep on turning,
The drummers begin to drum,
I don’t know which way I’m going,
I don’t know what I’ve become.”
				
- ColdPlay
Here I am, lost in the ashes of time, but who wants tomorrow?
				
- INXS

I would like to thank God,
my family and my friends
for the great memories.
I also thank all my teachers,
(way back from 2nd grade)
for the many things I’ve learned.
I especially thank my music teachers
because, without your motivation and
encouragement, I would never have
come this far.
“The main thing,
is to keep the main thing,
the main thing.”
		
-Nemo
“be not afeard...”
- Caliban, ‘The Tempest’, Shakespeare
Nishanth Prasadrao
Indian
Years at KIS: 11
Email: nishanthpj@gmail.com

Rushad Mistry
Indian
Years at KIS: 5
Email: rushadmistry@hotmail.com

In my attempt to skip past the format of the
stereotypical senior page, to do something out of
the ordinary, something ‘COOL’, I have failed, quite
miserably. The IB sucks this out of you. Soaked
deep into this IB program, I am tempted to add a
contents page and maybe a few appendices. How,
how do I write this page though, without seeing the
appropriate mark schemes and Criteria? Even with
my lack of knowledge then, I shall get right to it.
Life and the wind, carries or blows (in the case of
wind) us in many directions. Sometimes this wind
is just a subtle breeze, which merely sways us.
Other times, blown by the swift breeze, we are
taken to places where we initially didn’t want to
go. When I received admission to this school, the
word ‘apprehensive’, would prove to be too weak, in
describing my sentiments back then. I tried to resist
this harsh draft, I didn’t want to come. However,
now looking back on my five years, with an analytical
eye, I see how Kodai has helped me grow. Without
following this wind, and taking risks, no experiences
would occur, and I for one, wouldn’t be the same
person that I am now. I can’t end this without
thanking people, my friends, you know who you are,
‘the organization’, ‘the muffs’. I would name people,
but they gave me a limited amount of words that
I could write. So thanks to everyone, my friends,
and the not so friendly people, without them this
experience wouldn’t be ‘whole’.

“I want my environment to be a product of
me not I a product of my environment”
~The Departed
I would like to thank everyone especially my
parents, siblings, friends, classmates and
teachers for making my time at KIS worthwhile. Thank You!

Emmanuel Christopher
Indian
Years at KIS: 5

No Comments

Ashish Alaichamy
Indian
Years at KIS: 9

“I’m going to stop procrastinating ...
once I get around to it.”

Deepabrata Paul
Indian
Years at KIS: 5
Email: ratulp@hotmail.com

Swedish House, Yo-Seok, Nithin, Coimbatore, Uday, Ashish,
Sterling, Jabez, Maybar, MiSol, Namcha, Nimesh, Jamyang, Dawa
G, Suveer, Albert, David, Karma, Norbu, Shafquat, Henry(HyunHo), Ga Ae, Jong-Won, Gokul, Jong-Young, Mingi, KumSeok,
Ohchan, Wontae, Thinley, Kyu-Sung, Minhaz, Lokesh, Big Baby,
Jehangir, Gella, Fred, Karin, Misol, Soorim, Yeo-Myung, Jessica
K, Tae Soon (Psycho), Ye Seul, Mrs. Devadoss, Mrs. Paul A, Mrs.
Hariharan, Middle School, Sherwood, Ye-Ji, Formal, Mr. Lambert,
Mrs. Philip M, Mrs. Samson, Mrs. Lockwood, Soccer, KOT, Ooty,
Andrew Das, Aftab, James, Nakul, Gelek, Kilp, Sid D, Zachary,
Sung-Eun, Varun, Mr. Sither, Basketball, Mr. Balachander, Anand,
Misha, Ishan S, Sarin S, Piano, Mr. Ostrander, Mrs. Duncan, TingYa, Ji Won, Kurt B, Hye-Jin, Piano Block, Violin, Mr. Chettri, Field
Day, Bendy Field, Harry, Edward, Mrs. Sabrina, Blue House, KAC,
Badminton, Phillip, Lashy, Pathros, Dhiraj, Sarang, Nisha, Strings,
Bartlett West, Booze, Mrs. Winfred, In-Kyu, Namkar, Panmei,
Bartlett East, Sherrard, Rian, Yong-Su, Gi-Do, Jung Won, SeongMin, Stephen, Bangalore, Mr. Reginald, Penryn, Mrs. Balachander,
Joseph, HaUk, Tava, Seok-Jun, Dz, Emi, Solvik, Kennedy, Amy,
Persia, Elementary School, School Bus, Dispensary, Covered
Courts, Alumni Hall, Concerts, Fayz, Tibs, Back Stage, Student
Lounge, PoolT, Zest, Sheesha, Library, Science Block, Mrs. Roy,
Mr. Sen, Solvik Studio, Choir, Mrs. Smith, Mr. Purdy, Chapel,
Computer Lab, Gymkhana, Study Hall, Mini Theater, Media Room,
Work Detail, Kodai Club, Kodai Lake, Bus, Chennai, William, LongWeekend, Hiltop, Punjab, Jessica, Aaliya, Amsa, Spring Break,
Bombay, reminiscenceence……………………………………………………
Astha Bhatia.

Andrew Kim
Korean
Years at KIS: 7
Two years at KIS has been surprisingly good, despite
the fact that Pooja took Misra away from me. I think
it was an interesting experience that I would never
like to go through again, except in my memories. I
guess I should thank all the people who have made
my life a bit more interesting, even though it already
is. My favorite roommate has stuck with me despite
my insomniac tendencies. I feel bad for Raj Ghelani
because his sister is clearly the better twin. Karan
Misra is too cool for words or even this write-up. Yoseok with his “c’mon y’all” and other random phrases
have amused me for some time. Andrew ditches me
for someone else even though I love him. Hugo and
his inappropriate comments have kept me insane
in Jaya. Hey Rhys, remember those late nights? My
Chinese brother from another mother keeps me entertained in chemistry. The “Shyam Kabutarwalas” at
sneak was something. RANGA is my hero. Avani, stop
smiling so flirtatiously. I forgive my wife for cheating
on me. Vartika is always hungry. Irene likes to yell
at me even though we’re tight. Aanchal, I’m coming
over to your house to tie your shoelaces since your
mom invited me. Patrick, stop complaining about
Bihar. Malli, remember math PHL? Walking Michelle
to Wissy has been the highlight of my two years and
I think I like you. Lastly, I would like to thank my
parents for giving me this chance and my brother for
always being there for me.

Thank you, mom and dad for the support and the
memories during seven years of my life at KIS.

Hyun Jun (William) Kim
U.S.A
Years at KIS: 2
willis0223@gmail.com

“When you were born, you cried and the world
rejoiced.
Live your life so that when you die, the world
cries and you rejoice.”
I spent memorable days in KIS and I can never
forget those days.
Thanks to the Class of 2008
사랑하는 부모님,
아빠 엄마 미안하고 감사해요. 사랑합니다.
사랑하는 친구들,
내 장점 단점들 다 보듬어줘서 고마워. 사랑합니다.
사랑하는 LB 팸,
우리 함께했던 음식들은 최고였어 고마워. 사랑합니다.

Da Yang Jeong
Korean
Years in KIS: 4
Email: cndwoldy@hotmail.com
코디에서 4년 동안 잃은 것도 많고 얻은 것도 많고……
포기하고 싶을 때도 많았지만 끝까지 참고 무사히
졸업을 하게 되어 참으로 감개무량……
4년 동안 행복하고 즐겁고 평생 가슴에 품고
담아갈 일들도 많았고 그 반대도 많았고……
나의 키와 맞바꾼 4년, 희생의 나날들, 흑 ㅠㅡ
그리고 소중한 경험과 추억을 만들 수 있게 해주신
부모님… 사랑해요! 또 선후배님들 과 친구들이 없었다면
내가 4년 동안 어떻게 이 지옥 같은 곳 에서
살아갈 수 있었을까? 모두들 너무 고맙습니다.
그리고 클라브 꼬꼬마들, 너희들은 나에게
아주 조금 코딱지만큼 특별한 존재들이다. 밥 좀 잘 챙겨먹어라
제발 그 폐인생활 좀 벗어나고. 나 가면 누가 요리하냐 앙?
그리고 앞으로 클라브에 오는 애들한테 한 전설의 킹왕짱이 있었다는거
항상 말해둬 ㅋㅋ 하여튼 사랑한다 허접들아.
4 years has passed by as the eyelid blinks.
I can’t believe that I somehow managed to put up myself with
Kodai.
I regret so many things that I haven’t done and what I could
have done.
BUT! There are lovely friends and memories that have become
an integral part of what I am now. I’ll never forget playing
indoor soccer at CC and SCHOOL FOOD.
Thank you all my dear friends and teachers and wish you luck
for the future!
“All men dream, but not equally. Those who dream by night
in the dusty recesses of their minds, wake in the day to find
that it was vanity: but the dreamers of the day are dangerous
men, for they may act on their dreams with open eyes, to make
them possible.”
- Thomas E. Lawrence -

Seok Jun
Korean
Years at KIS

To all those that made my time here what it
was...you know who you are... and I thank
you for the bits and pieces that made it all
worthwhile....

Now... bring me that horizon...

Dhruv Trivedi
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: the_greensaint@yahoo.com
I never thought that after everything I’ve been through in
this school, I wouldnt know what to say at the end...I think its
because I’m still hoping that this isnt the end, I’m still refusing to
admit to myself that all these people that I have come to know so
well wont always be around...that they’ll always be there when
I need them...so this isnt a goodbye full with famous quotes and
inside jokes, its just another step
I hope that when people read through these pages they wont be
faced with words alone, but the memories themselves, all the
times that we’ve spent together, just the simple things, sitting
in the sun, running through the rain…every memory I hold is
unique… I cant put into words how amazing this experience was,
everyone knows that…there are so many things I could say here,
so many inside jokes that bring back so many memories, but they
are by far too numerous to even begin with…I’ll miss all you guys
so much, theres too many of you to name
I regret very little of my time here, only that I never took full
advantage of what I was offered, only that I took the seconds
with the people that mattered for granted...now that this
countdown continues, the last few months, weeks, days...yeah
I suppose I am afraid…afraid of leaving behind this place and
these people, afraid of never seeing those faces and hearing those
voices…but I’m also excited at what the future holds...thanks to
everyone who helped write this chapter of my life...I cant begin to
explain how much I’ll miss you...follow your hearts and dreams,
live for yourself and no one else, this is your life…live it
For the original class of 2008 (all those kindergarten days) and
anyone who ever belonged in it
For the times at LOC, in bio, camp, fieldtrip, surviving ib, with the
people who made all the difference
for melissa
forever and always

Sylvan Haeusler
New Zealand
Years at KIS: 7
Email: ohope_nz@yahoo.com

Time is the coin of your life. It is
the only coin you have, and only you
can determine how it will be spent.
Be careful lest you let other people
spend it for you.

Sunny Scott Jobanputra
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: nofear_beware@hotmail.com

No Comments

Ishaan Balvani
Indian
Years at KIS: 4

Monica: Welcome to the real world. It sucks. You’re gonna love it.
Joey Tribbiani: How you doin’?
Phoebe: Phoebe. That’s, P, as in Phoebe, H, as in heobe, O as in
oebe, E, as in ebe, B, as in bebe, and E as in... Ello there mate.
Ross: If you’re going to call me names, I would prefer Ross, the
Divorce Force. It’s just cooler.
Rachel: I don’t want my baby’s first words to be “How You Doing”!
Chandler: Ding dong, the psycho’s gone.
That was jus random...now for the real KODI…
Stooooooooo…CHHi chhi chhi….what is this yaa?...¿Por qué?...
Somebody’s coming…Te amo mi novio…the princess and the pea...
What is it men in women do require?...Being fat is huge! ...I am
orange at blue…we’re outta church, I think its ok…YUUUUU!!!!!

Roumayne Raie Mahapatra
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: rileycarlsson@gmail.com
“Be who you want to, be who you are
Everyones a hero, everyones a star

ShafqatDhruvIshaanSunnyPrashanthManuJamyangJabezRajRidhiKaranPoojaSnehaNikkiShyamRhysRabiaMisolRushadAmalRoshkaJohnFaseehaYoseokSherradPanmeiNaseefBiancaLenaMariekeSaatvikaTaliaPersiaKaraPriyaJessLeelaSujiDechenArshiaStellaAnmolRijulReshmaTatyanaUriKrishnaNadishaKaustabhiShristiAkankshaNabeelSushanth....Thank you everyone who
made my life here as fun as it could possibly get..My Bestest Friend
Forever-Polar Bear, my Travel Buddy- Salt Shaker, my roomie- Lili,
my fergalicious math teacher- Geetha-MA! aka ****star, Sparks“This is how you remind me of what I really am”, You remind
me, Nickelback- thanks for always being there, my Hannana &
Luke scoop- Life’s a spazz..jus like us, My Future Husband- Leif,
Aaron- my Superman Kryptonite…Even though I’m gone...I’ll still
be there…cause distance means nothing when people are this
close...just remember to be yourself and no matter how hard life
gets…remember these two words:
HAKUNA MATATA
It means no worries
for the rest of your days
it’s our problem-free
Philosophy
~The Lion King

When you wanna give up, and your heart’s about to break
Remember that you’re perfect, God makes no mistakes”
~Welcome To Wherever You Are~
I truly don’t know who I might have become if I hadn’t come to
Kodai.
I’d like to thank:
My parents, darling sister, Adri & Vikki for everything; Joel (DJN)
for all the lessons in life and for changing me far too much; KP
my loving Paappan; Raie (U!!!!) for spazziness and teaching
fun & maths; Sarah (Dresses?!?!); Hye Jin-lovely roomie; Terry
(interesting church comments); Dude-for not freaking out during
weird conversations in library; Sylvan-plagiarism?!?!?; Amrutha.
genious Mallu friend; Mrs. Priya; Naschief; Jess; Lili; Faseeha;
Karen; Sneha; Rhys; Wendell; Nathan; Raj; Ridhi; Pooja; Karan;
Avani; Malli; Aanchal; Mich; Aaron; Rosie; Hannah; Luke; Kevinreminding me I’m an IB student; Trisha and all my friends here!
I love you all!
Thanks for making the past two years unforgettable!
“Your time has come to shine.
All your dreams are on their way.
See how they shine.
If you need a friend
I’m sailing right behind.
Like a bridge over troubled water
I will ease your mind”
~Bridge over troubled water~
“I’ll be there for you, when the rain starts to pour.
I’ll be there for you, like I’ve been there before.
I’ll be there for you, cause you’re there for me too.”
~Friends Theme Song~

Sangeetha Maretvadakethope
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: sangeetha_maret@hotmail.com

“What lies behind us and what lies
before us are tiny matters compared
to what lies within us.” ~Ralph Waldo Emerson

Manu Moorching
Indian
Years at KIS: 2

When my life in Kodai flashes before
my eyes, I have plenty to watch. The
time I have enjoyed wasting, was not
wasted!!!
Memory is a way of holding onto the
things you love, the things you are,
the things you never want to lose. Its
probably the greatest gift of all, and
memories of Kodai will………… forever live.
						
~Manu

Leaving Kodai will be hard and stepping into
the unfamiliar even more so, but Kodai has
taught me that there will always be people
to help, people to make sure that there is a
light at the end of the tunnel. I will never
forget the friends I have made. I usually
forget my enemies. I will remember the
good and not the bad. I will never forget
all the people who had an impact on me
and will never forget those who were just
there. I’ll remember my roommates, as if
they will let me forget, and the fun we had.
I’ll remember the good times in Bartlett
East and the bad. Kodai has changed me for
better or worse I still have to find out… I
wish everyone good luck in the future and
the wisdom to make good choices.
Dale Erwin Crasto
Indian
Years at KIS: 2

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ!
Believe in yourself. Not me who
believes in you, not you who believes
in me, believe in you who believe in
yourself.
Ranga…..Minhaz……Shafquat…..
Nikhil
In-kyu…..Yo-seok…..David…Albert
Pavan…..Nithin
Rian
We are the drills that will pierce the
heavens!!
Ujen (Norbu) Gurung
Nepali
Years at KIS: 6

Fin

“Moving on is a simple thing,
What it leaves behind is hard.”
-Dave Mustaine, ‘A Tout Le Monde’
“But fate ordains that dearest friends
must part”. ~Edward Young
We are blood brothers.
This is a suitable valedictory.
I will miss you all.
In these 4 years, the positive changes
you guys have made in my life are
countless. You know who you are, and
I hope you will miss me as much. 		
- Gouch/ Malouda/ Will Smith/ Anuj
Anuj Iyer
Indian
Years at KIS: 4

Friend /frend/ n. [count] 1. a person whom
one knows and likes: He was my best-friend.
2. a person who gives help: He is a friend of
the poor. 3. yo-seok, rian, nikhil, shafquat,
ranga, norbu, minhaz, shrek, in-kyu, mesha,
david, albert, anuj, pavan: friends.
I’d like to send a message
To each and every friend
And thank them all for their support
Wouldn’t have made it without them
I feel the time is coming
And I’m trying to pretend
Like I’m prepared, I’m not prepared…..
Dear friends! Thanks for the best years of
my life, I mean that
You have been there for every step of the
way and I’m
So happy to have found someone like you.
Nithin Karivardhan
Indian
Years at KIS: 9
Email: acidnithin@hotmail.com

(Ikuzo)…

Chill man ~ It’s all good

It continues…

Yo-Seok Jung
Korean
Years at KIS: 6
Email: yasu3237@hotmail.com

[Shafquat Azad] [Norbu Gurung]
[Anuj Iyer] [Yo-Seok Jung] [Nithin
Karivardhan] [Minhaz Khan]
[Rian Bahadurji] [Nikhil Hariharan]
[Albert Hauva] [Pavan Koka]
[David Thanzauva] [In-Kyu Yeo]
Be jealous.

Ranga Gunasekaran
Indian/USA
Years at KIS: 4
Email: ranga55@gmail.com

No Comments

Minhaz Khan
Bangaladeshi
Years at KIS: 6

To my parents:
Ammi and Thathi, you both are the best! Without
you this would have never been possible! Thanks for
all the opportunities, thanks for pushing me and never
letting me give up, I thank you so much, thanks for also
sending me to Kodai. I just wanna say I love you both
very much.
To my friends:
You are beautiful. It saddens me to part ways
like this, to leave knowing that I will never set my eyes
on most of you in this life. I cannot describe what kodai
has been like with you all, there are no adjectives fit to
express our kodai stories together, it has truly been an
outstanding life time experience! I don’t want to leave
all of you! But the time has come to part, so let us hope
that we may meet again in this life or the next so we
can reminisce on the good old days. I love you all.
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our
deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.
We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous,
talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be?
-Marianne Williamson,1992

Nimesh M. Ratnayake
Sri Lankan
Years at KIS: 5

Be good, take care and have fun! You mean the world
to me, I will miss you crazy, till we meet again I bid you
adieu!

8 years went by much faster than
expected. Thanks mom and dad for
sending me here and letting me
experience kodai. I am going to miss
almost everything about this place,
except for the rules. Gunnu, Nantu,
Uji, Onuj, Kuti, Yesu, thanks for
always being there man.. All members
of KRG, GIB, and penrynites thanks
for everything. Don’t know what
more to say… Thanks everyone for
everything in kodai.. Saying good
bye is the hardest thing for me.
However friends never say good bye..
Amijose…….
Shafquat Azad
Bangaladeshi
Years at KIS: 8

“The reasonable man adapts himself
to the world. The unreasonable man
adapts the world to himself. All progress depends upon the unreasonable
man.”
		
-George Bernard Shaw

Rohit Keshav Pothukuchi
Indian/USA
Years at KIS: 3.5
Email: rkp2490@hotmail.com

For as a person thinks in his heart, so he
is. (NKJV) - Proverbs 23:7
8 “For my thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways my
ways,” declares the LORD. 9”As the
heavens are higher than the earth, so are
my ways higher than your ways and my
thoughts than your thoughts.
				
- Isaiah 55:8, 9
For I know the plans I have for you,”
declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you
and not to harm you, plans to give you
hope and a future. - Jeremiah 29:11
As a man thinks in his heart, so does he
become.
				
- Proverbs 23:7

David Joel Nicholas
Indian
Years at KIS: 8
Email: missinglink08@gmail.com

Sukanya Gupta
Indian
Years at KIS: 4

You don’t realize the value of certain things until
you lose them …
I hated it when I left Bombay, but that was
when I realized its importance…
And now im hating it when im leaving Kodai
Despite it being a village in the middle of no
where, despite the million times that iv counted
till vacations, when the time to leave has finally
come, I don’t think I can imagine myself not
being here!
Not getting ready in just 10 mins most
mornings..not cribbing about work ..not cribbing
about every thing this place has ..or doesn’t
have for that matter..not hating the IB..not
staying up late working ..not going for canteens
on weekends..not watching a million movies
because therez nothing better to do…
Im going to miss every single thing and every
person who has helped me survive here for four
years..and helped me ‘live moments one after
the other instead of years ahead of each day’
I think, somewhere in the middle of all the
experiences I had and the people I met, I
started loving this place. And leaving it, seems
the hardest of all.

KIS is one of the best things that happened to me.
Thank you mom, dad, and arghya for believing in me and
supporting me continuously.
Ekta….thanks for always being there…it made all the
difference….Michelle…..my math-chem-phy buddy…I will
miss our bonding sessions and all the fun we had talking
about the most random and yet awesome things…it feels
great to have a friend like u…
Pooja…always bekaar in life…but one of the sweetest
and most caring people I have ever known…in her
language…ekdum bindaas!!
Avani..math genious….getting actually good in bengali…
hehe …I will miss all our plans of meeting up early
morning to STUDY…and spazzing out completely in the
process..
Aanchal, Malli, Ankita, Sneha, Riddhi, Raj, Shyam, Nikki,
Karan…thanks for being such amazing friends. I had a
great time with you guys.
Finally..solvik…a place which will always be very close to
my heart…thank you Mrs J for being such a sweet dorm
parent. Dorm life has been a great experience for me…
staying up late and talking about nothing at all..movies
even when I have tons of work to finish…dorm treats….
and sanam’s entertainment.. you really are the bestestest
cook…thank you for being such an awesome friend and
an all time entertainer….richa..rhea…never thought we
would get this close..
I would just like to say that it is the small things in life
which makes all the difference. For me it was these
simple experiences that I had being a part of the KIS
community that has made me the person I am today!!

Ekta Chitalia
Indian
Years at KIS: 4

IT’S ALL GOOD

Rohit W. Benjamin
Indian
Years at KIS: 2
Email: rohitbenjamin6@gmail.com

Mom and Dad thank you for supporting me
in every way possible in high school and
always being there for me. Love you always.
Aditya I really appreciate you helping me
out whenever I needed it. Thank you bro.
To my friends JFD and the others you guys
know who you are thanks for making my
time at KIS a very enjoyable one. I can’t
believe 4 years in this school have passed
by so fast and it has been fun.
“Moving on is a simple thing, but what it
leaves behind is hard” – Dave Mustaine
“Time for me to just stand up and to travel
to new lands. Time for me to take matters
into my own hands” – Eminem
Ajeya Varadaraj
Indian
Years at KIS: 4
Email: ajeyav_11@hotmail.com

The melody of Kodai echoes forever in my
heart…
Mrs Tandon!! Your Korean Chicken is the best!
Thank you so much for everything
I’ll miss Wissy family (especially the “cool
side”) and my lovely roommie Sangeetha a
lot!!
그리고 위씨인들! 주말마다 한 파티들이 많이 그리울
꺼야ㅠ
많이 보고싶을꺼 같애♥
이수쌤… 편지쓸게요~ 여기쓰면 너무 길겠죠? ^^
그래도 역시 너희 때문에 버텼어♥
웃게 해줘서 고맙고, 좋은 추억이 되어 줘서 고맙고,
친구여서 고마워
어딜 가든 당당한 한국인으로 잘 해 낼 꺼라 믿어!!
엄마 아빠… 항상 별 말씀 없이 스스로 깨우쳐 나가
도록 도와주고 묵묵히 믿음으로 지켜 봐 주신 거 정
말 감사하고 그 믿음에 부응하는 딸이 되도록 항상 노
력할게요

Name: Hye Jin Kim
Years at KIS: 2.5
Nationality: South Korean
Email: hyejinyes@hanmail.net

It’s over and It starts again.
Everything is up to you.
Good Luck, God bless you.
짧지도 길지도 않은 시간동안에의 일들이
어느새 추억이 되어서 반짝반짝 빛나게 되는 날이
온걸까?
처음에는 이 학교에 보낸 부모님을 참 많이 원망했
는데,
지금은 이곳에 온 것이 참 다행이라고 생각해.
소중한 사람들을 만났으니까.
그래서 많이 웃으면서 지냈고 행복했거든.
우리가 사는 이 세상은 그렇게 넓지 않으니까, 다시
만날 수 있을꺼야.
그것이 우연이든 필연이든 말이야.
모두의 앞날에 살아온 날보다도 기쁘고 행복한 날
이 더 많기를.
그럼 언젠가 다시 만날 그 날이 올 때까지, 잠시동안 Jee-Yoon Kim
안녕.
Years at KIS: 4

South Korean
Email: : whitecrystal324@hotmail.com

As I graduate from KIS, my mind is crowded
with pleasant memories of this amazing
place. The last two years gave me the best
moments in my life. I feel quite nostalgic
when I realize that I have to leave this
place and my buddies. I will surely miss
all my buddies, my dorm life in Penryn and
everything else in this great place. But I
am happy about the moments we have had
together that I will cherish in all my life.
As I enter into the next phase of my life, I
am extremely grateful to my parents, my
elder brother Jason (Class of 2006) and
my little brother Jobin for their love and
support. Above all, I thank Almighty God for
giving me this wonderful opportunity which
most people only dream about.
Jerin Abraham
Years at KIS: 2
Indian
Email: jerina_26@hotmail.com

Nothing lasts forever, but something’s
end too soon. Now those fields of
fascination are just dull and empty
rooms, but that luck, what did it
show, close the book. Now we will
never know

Wendell Savio Mendonce
Years at KIS: 2
Indian
Email:wendell_mendonce@hotmail.com

The reminiscence of KIS is truly something that
I will cherish for the rest of existence. The life
at KIS was like a catalyst which ignited my mind
and sparked my days.
To all the people, who are to pass through the
gates of KIS, I would say only thing, “You can’t
cross the sea merely by standing and staring at
the water”.

Vipin Kumar Aggarwal
Years at KIS: 2
Nationality: Indian
Email:

Kodai…..I don’t have words to
express it. It has given me so
much more than I ever expected
from it. The 2 years that I’ve spent
here have been some of my most
amazing ones. There were times
that I cried over the IB, and I don’t
think I would’ve survived if I didn’t
have Ms Herrboldt, Ms C, Hannah,
Sarah, Raie, Sid, Lili, Sangeetha and
lastly Naseef.
Love,
Faseeha
Faseeha Rahman Malek
Years at KIS: 2
Bangladeshi
Email: faseehar12@hotmail.com

Dear Ranga
Our Hearty Congratulations to you on this wonderful occasion of your graduation
and we are very pleased with your success at KIS and love to have you at home
soon. No words can appreciate your sacrifices and hard work throughout your stay
at KIS. We are really proud of your achievements. You are always in our thoughts
and prayers.
We like to add a poem from Dr. Seuss which we think is the most opportune on this occasion:
Congratulations!
Today is your day.
You’re off to Great Places!
You’re off and away!
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
Any direction you choose.
You’re on your own. And you know what you know.
And YOU are the guy who’ll decide where to go.
You’ll be on your way up!
You’ll be seeing great sights!
You’ll join the high fliers
Who soar to high heights.
You won’t lag behind, because you’ll have the speed.
You’ll pass the whole gang and you’ll soon take the lead.
Wherever you fly, you’ll be best of the best.
Wherever you go, you will top all the rest.
Today is your day.
Your mountain is waiting.
So….get on your way.
Congratulations to all the 2008 graduating class from KIS! We wish you all the very best in your
future endeavors.
Your loving Parents
Angappa Gunasekaran (Appa)
Latha Gunasekaran (Amma)

Congratulations! Nitya

Thank you Kodai School
Love & best wishes,
Papa, Mummy, Naina, Dadi, Nana, Nani & family

Dear Shyam and the Class of 2008

Congratulations!
Wishing you all the best and may success be by your side always!
Love,

Dad and Mom

Dear Vipin
Congratulations on you graduation.
Here’s wishing that all your dreams come true.
Love
Mom & Dad
And to the class of 2008...
Wishing you all the best in your future endeavors.

Dear LASHYNNA
We wish you and your classmates God’s choicest blessings.
“There’s a Great Designer behind everything.
Your life is not a result of random chance, fate or luck.
There is a Master plan.
Your life bears the imprint of God,
And He is shaping you to be just
What He wants you to be!”
Text by Rick Warren – The Purpose Driven Life
“The Lord bless you and keep you” Numbers 6:24
With Love and Prayers

Dad and Mum

“BLESSED SHALL THOU BE WHEN THOU COMEST IN,
AND BLESSED SHALL THOU BE WHEN THOU GOEST OUT” – DEUT 28:6

Best Wishes

John S.D. Devadoss
Former KIS Travel Manager (1990 – 97)

ALMOND TRAVELS KODAIKANAL
: (04542) 240007, 241903
•

SUPERIOR PACKAGE DEALS

•

HOTEL RESERVATIONS

•

ALL TYPES OF VEHICLES

•

ALL AIR TICKETS

•

DEAL WITH SOMEONE YOU TRUST

Mobile: (0) 98423 61510

Well Maintained Vehicles

Safe, Decent &
Reliable Drivers
INDICA, FORD IKON,
QUALIS, INNOVA,
LANCER, HONDA
CITY, OCTAVIA,
COROLLA, VANS
(AC/Non AC)etc.

Pick up/Drop  to/from Airports/Rail Stations/Hotels etc at KIS Rates
Coimbatore, Madurai, Kodai Road Rail Station, Cochin, Ooty, Thekkady,
Munnar, Trivandrum, Trichy, Chennai, Bangalore... etc.

For All Your Travel Needs in/to/from Kodaikanal Contact us

For more details and online booking visit: www.kodaikanaltravels.com
“SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICES AT VALUE-FOR-MONEY-DEALS”

With best compliments from

Jeyakar Offset Printers Pvt. Ltd.
fine art photo offset printers and calendar manufacturers

Registered office & factory at:
54, Chairman A.S.K. Thangaiah Nadar Road,
SIVAKASI - 626189
Ph: 272139

memories

KODAIKANAL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Seven Roads Junction, PO Box 25
Kodaikanal 624 101, Tamil Nadu, India
tel: (91) 4542 247 500
fax: (91) 4542 241 109
email: contact@kis.in
www.kis.in
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